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Bob Veder. 18.
About to quit school.
About to waste
his life.
What can a kid
like that
look forward to?
We’re the National Alliance of
Businessmen. The JOBS people.
We thinkyoung people should
have the chance to give to
society, not take from it. We work
with companies that care enough
about the future of our society to
get a kid like Bob going in the
right direction. Like Grey
Advertising, who hired Bob as an
art trainee.

And there are other companies
that care. Like Rockwell Interna
tional and John Hancock. From
needy kids, to the poor and
uneducated, to ex-offenders, to
unskilled or disabled veterans:
the National Alliance of
Businessmen is giving people the
chance they might never get.
Work with us. Give someone a
chance to give. Not take.

The National
Alliance

of Businessmen
The JOBS people

Washington, D. C.
A Public Service of This Magazine & The Advertising Council

An opportunity to bring yourself up-to-date on new ideas
and developments in Management Advisory Services practice.

National MAS Conference
Hyatt Regency O’Hare Hotel / Chicago, Illinois / October 2-3, 1974
If you are principally concerned with the
administrative . . . developmental . . . technical . . .
professional ... or “state of the art’’ aspects
of MAS practice, then you can profit greatly
by participating in the forthcoming National MAS
Conference.
The program—which will be presented by
some of the country’s leading MAS practitioners—
is the first of its kind ever offered by the AICPA.
It provides you with the opportunity to learn
through a unique combination of structured
forums, workshops and down-to-earth discussions
with other MAS partners and senior practitioners.

The two-day Conference will enable you to
bring yourself up-to-date on a wide range of MAS
practice areas. A large variety of workshops will
be offered—many of them twice—so that you
may select those you feel will most benefit you.
(If you are interested in two workshops that are
being held simultaneously, chances are one of
them will be repeated.)

Throughout the Conference, you will have an
opportunity to discuss specific problems and
exchange information, experiences and ideas
with other MAS practitioners.

You will be able to select from workshops in these practical areas —
Economics of MAS practice.
Diagnosing and managing multi-disciplinary
engagements.
A quality control program—the engagement cycle.
Public sector consulting.
Financial feasibility studies.
Organization studies.
Personnel recruiting.
Corporate social accounting.
Legal liability.

MAS joint ventures and similar cooperative
arrangements.
Impact of CASB on cost accounting and
financial reporting.
Health care consulting opportunities.
Career opportunities for a consultant in a
CPA firm.

Registration Information—Registration fee for
the Conference is $95. This fee covers all
sessions, materials, luncheons and coffee breaks
on both days as well as the after-dinner
hospitality suite on Wednesday evening. Hotel
reservations should be sent to the Reservations
Department, Hyatt Regency O’Hare Hotel,
P.O. Box 66456, O’Hare International Airport,

Chicago, Illinois 60606. Telephone (312) 696-1234.
Please mention AICPA National MAS Conference.

PLUS PLENARY SESSIONS ON
PRACTICAL TOPICS OF GENERAL INTEREST.

If you require additional information about the
program, please write to the AICPA Meetings
Division.
To register, send names of registrants with
check (payable to AICPA) to the address below.

Meetings Division—MAS Conference

American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
666 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019

Carl H. Poedtke, Jr. • Putting It All Together

...................................................................

The business picture, as this management consultant
paints it, indicates that it is not a time for classical
approaches and that success in the future will be most

readily attained by those who can easily disregard
past practices and display maximum flexibility. Things
will never be the same, he believes.

p. 17

Louise H. Dratler • Tenth Annual AICPA Computer Conference..................................... p. 23
A record crowd attended this year’s conference in
Chicago, May 6-8. Topics discussed included: future
EDP installations, computer abuse, electronic funds

transfer systems, and third-party reviews. For the first
time a session specifically on management advisory
services topics was held.

Peter B. B. Turney • A Systems Approach to Planning and Adjusting Computer Capacity. . p. 32
A new central processing unit is not the only answer
to an overloaded computer. Capacity can often be ad

justed to meet a user’s needs through changes in soft
ware, personnel, or peripheral equipment.

David C. Gustin • Data Processing Uses in a Small Fund-Raising Agency.......................... p. 36
Data processing services can help the local fund-rais
ing agency provided a careful outline of what is

needed is given to them. How an agency should
organize for maximum EDP benefit is discussed.
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Surendra P. Agrawal • Accounting’s New Role in Computer-Based Information Systems . . p. 40
The “controlled information system” differs from the
management information system because it utilizes
and provides both quantitative and qualitative infor
mation, has flexibility in processing techniques, and

exercises continuous human control over its input and
output. This area of information control is a new field
of specialization that the author feels accountants are
well suited for.

Robert L. Paretta • The Frequency of Information Flows:
.................................................................. p. 46
A Misunderstood Management Variable .
Increasing the frequency of information flows does
not always improve a manager’s performance. Careful
analysis must be given to the frequency needs of dif-

ferent classes of decisions and to the interaction effect
of decisions made in one decision center on other de
cision centers, Dr. Paretta explains.

Semiannual Index........................................................................................................................... p. 61
Lists, by author and subject categories, all major articles published in Management Adviser this year.

DEPARTMENTS

People, events, techniques

...................................................................................................... p.
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Think of what just one
company can do to
stop pollution.
We have
WHAT
INDUSTRY
IS DOING
TOSTOP
POLLUTION

Keep America Beautiful, Inc.
99 Park Avenue
New York, New York 10016
Please send me a free copy of
“What industry is doing to stop pollution.

Name___________________
Street,
City,

State

Twenty years ago some farsighted
businessmen had an idea. To establish an
organization to combat littering. They
called it Keep America Beautiful, Inc.
Since then, KAB, Inc. has led a national
movement to stop not just littering. But
pollution as well. A movement that involves

Zip------

almost 70 million Americans.
To show you what companies like yours
are doing to fight pollution, we’ve put
together this folder, “What industry is
doing to stop pollution.”
It’s a special way to celebrate our first
twenty years.

People start pollution. People can stop it.
A Public Service of
This Magazine &
The Advertising Council

Keep America Beautiful
99 Park Avenue, NewYork, New York 10016

people, events, techniques
Uses of Energy Becoming Less Efficient, Commoner Warns Chicago Group;

Short-Run Policies of Past Produced Energy Crisis, Federal Official Says
The efficiency with which energy
is converted into goods and serv
ices has declined, observed Barry
Commoner, director of the Center
for the Biology of Natural Systems
at Washington University, St.
Louis.
Speaking at a public lecture
sponsored by the University of Chi
cago’s Graduate School of Business,
under a grant from ITT, Mr. Com
moner said we are using increasing
amounts of energy to produce
given units of food and given units
of value added in manufacturing
and to move given units of freight.
He sees the need to redesign the
nation’s productive technologies to
use energy and other resources,
“including the environment,” more
efficiently.
July-August, 1974

“We need to ask why this seem
ingly irrational trend in productive
technology has taken place. The
answer is to be found in our eco
nomic system which, after all, gov
erns the decisions as to what is
produced and by what means.
“Increasingly, energy has be
come the means by which the
behavior of the productive system
is made to respond to the goals of
the economic system,” he stated.
Causes of energy crisis
Another speaker in the Univer
sity of Chicago lecture series, Wil
liam A. Johnson, assistant adminis
trator, Federal Energy Office, as
serted that policies designed to
reach short-run objectives in the

past have precipitated the current
energy shortage.
“For years we have been sacri
ficing long-run interests to secure
various short-run objectives, such
as unrealistically low prices, waste
ful patterns of consumption, and
too rapid application of environ
mental controls and restrictions . . .
Now we are paying for these pol
icies,” he said.
Price controls have not improved
the situation either, he added:
“Even with the Cost of Living
Council now a thing of the past,
provisions of the Emergency Allo
cation Act of 1973 extend controls
over oil prices until February 28,
1975, and there is support in Con
gress for continuing these controls
even further. I expect that they
5

will continue to intensify this crisis
for as long as we persist in trying
to replace the market price with
administrative decision.”
Price controls have: distorted
production patterns, leading to
shortages of some refinery products
and surpluses of others; encouraged
questionable actions by different
industry segments; and discouraged
new investment and exploration,
Mr. Johnson said.
“Some uncertainty is a natural
part of business operations, and
profits are, among other things, a
return to the businessman who is
willing to take risks. The uncer
tainties created by price controls
and other Government policies
have been unnatural. These con
trols have deterred investment and,
because of this, increased our de
pendence upon high-cost, unstable
foreign sources of oil,” he stated.

Goodyear Aids Hospital
Management as Counter

To Rising Health Costs
In 1968 The Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Company paid out $25,863,000 for its domestic medical
employee benefit program; in 1973
it paid out $55,451,000 for the med
ical program, reported O. M. Sher
man, Goodyear vice president-cor
porate relations.
Mr. Sherman spoke at The Con
ference Board’s “Health Care Is
sues for Industry” meeting, April
23, in New York.
“With this kind of mounting out
flow of dollars over a relatively
short period of time, we decided
to embark on a course of action
which would have as a goal a pro
gram of cost control, at least to the
extent that the possibility exists for
control or containment,” the Good
year executive said.
Goodyear formed its own health
care committee and subcommittee
composed of corporate executives
who sat on hospital boards in Ak
ron or whose scope of responsi
6

bility was directly affected by the
problem, and included legal, finan
cial, and industrial relations offi
cers. The corporation also hired a
full-time health care consultant to
develop and initiate a program to
assure the company that its em
ployees were getting quality health
care at the lowest cost consistent
with such care.
“We had to consider that pro
viders of health care services are
Goodyear suppliers, a somewhat
different characterization than we
have been used to,” Mr. Sherman
told The Conference Board meet
ing.
First the Goodyear group real
ized that a data collection system
must be devised. It knew that the
length of hospital stay in Akron
was three days longer than that
of other company locations, exceed
ing the national average stay by
two days. Local hospital authorities
provided varied reasons for this.
Goodyear felt statistical refinement
was necessary. The company is
now in the process of developing
a system with which it will be able
to compare hospitals by: discharge
diagnosis, age, and sex of patient;
inpatient services for like diagnosis;
and disability codes.
“These figures will then be re
lated to criteria of care, provided
by the medical profession, and our
basis for negotiating with hospitals
will be on as firm a foundation as
possible,” Mr. Sherman stated.

Foundation serves as model
In one location, Goodyear has
contracted with a medical founda
tion to have a group of physicians
perform hospital utilization and
peer review of all health services
rendered to Goodyear employees at
that site. This is also to provide
data on comparative length of hos
pital stay, necessity of inpatient ad
missions, and physician charges.
“Another facet of our policy of
health industry relations revolves
around the concept of ‘approved
providers.’ Having access to care
fully studied data and determina
tion of ‘quality of care’ through

medical foundations and Profes
sional Standards Review Organiza
tions, we feel, as a payor of health
care, that we should have the right
to approve or disapprove a provider
of health care for payments under
the company-paid benefit program.
To protect both company and em
ployee interests, a hospital, nursing
home, physician, laboratory, or any
other health care provider which
does not conform to the standards
of rendering quality care at a rea
sonable cost should relinquish their
right to our benefit payments. Fully
realizing that any negative judg
ment made under this policy must
be carefully determined, neverthe
less, we expect to continue to de
velop the concept,” Mr. Sherman
declared.
Goodyear management employ
ees are urged to serve on hospital
governing boards, bearing in mind
that the company views hospitals
as suppliers of an expensive service,
he explained. In some communities
Goodyear is the major payor of a
hospital’s revenue. The company
has provided management and en
gineering consultation to help hos
pitals increase their efficiency and
improve their planning. Its exec
utives have become members of
local planning agencies.
“As a member of the National
Chamber of Commerce’s Commit
tee on Health Care, and chairman
of the Health Care Financing Sub
committee, I have worked on the
Chamber’s recommendations re
garding national health insurance.
Our work is in its final stage and,
very shortly, the Chamber’s bill will
be presented,” Mr. Sherman re
ported. “Briefly, the concepts sup
porting this piece of legislation will
include the following:
“(A) Private administration out
side of the bureaucracy of the Fed
eral Government.
“(B) Meaningful cost controls
with payors assuming some role in
monitoring the costs, efficiencies,
and qualities of the service.
“(C)
Provider accountability
wherein health care suppliers are
responsible to those paying for and
receiving the service.
Management Adviser

This is the last issue of Management Adviser.
Founded 11 years ago as Management Services, the magazine
realized its original circulation goals within the first two years
of its existence. Estimates of its advertising potential, however,
were never realized.
As the cost of every ingredient that goes into publishing rose
over the years, the magazine’s financial difficulties increased.
Finally, the Board of Directors of the AICPA, on recommenda
tion of the management advisory services executive committee,
decided that it would be best to increase the number of manage
ment articles in The Journal of Accountancy, our more prosperous
sister publication, and abandon Management Adviser.
All current subscribers to this magazine may have their sub
scriptions fulfilled through The Journal of Accountancy.
We would like to take this opportunity to thank each of our
contributors, and also each of those who have served on our
editorial advisory committee, management advisory services
forum, and magazine review panel for their loyalty and efforts
over the years.
We would like, too, of course, to use this last editorial to
thank our many readers who have written in or otherwise com
municated with us to tell us of their regret over the magazine’s
end.
To all of you, we repeat our thanks, and sign off with the
traditional “30,” the newspaperman’s customary signal to indi
cate that a story has ended.
—The Editors

July-August, 1974
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“(D) The legislation encom
passes benefit tradeoffs or actuarial
equivalency.”
Mr. Sherman stated that Good
year decreased its monthly em
ployee health service costs in Akron
by seven per cent in 1973, from
$32.50 per employee per month in
1972 to $30.15 in 1973. However,
he admitted it is not easy to deter
mine how much of this decrease
should be attributed to the cost
control program.

able at 61 per cent of the respond
ing firms. Child care services are
in operation at 6 per cent of the
firms, none of them manufacturing
companies.
Fifty-four per cent of the com
panies said they had employee
lunchrooms with vending machines
and 43 per cent had employee
cafeterias.
“Service for Employees,” Per
sonnel Policies Forum Survey No.
105 is available at $5.00 per copy
from the BNA at 1231 25th Street,
N.W., Washington, D.C. 20037.

O£ Companies Surveyed,

One-Fifth Offer Workers

Both Government and

Drug Abuse Assistance

Business Distrusted

Counseling or referral programs
for employee drug abuse problems
are in operation in 20 per cent of
the companies that responded to
the Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.,
survey, Personnel Policies Forum.
Two-hundred and four compa
nies were covered in the survey,
47 per cent of which had 1,000 or
more employees.
Alcoholic counseling

Among the survey’s findings
were: twenty-eight per cent had
counseling or referral programs for
alcoholics, 25 per cent for emo
tional illness, and 24 per cent for
personal problems.
Seventy-five per cent reported
having company medical facilities
including first aid stations. Fiftyfive per cent of the respondents
said they had sick rooms. Full- or
part-time doctors were on the staff
of 59 per cent of the companies
and full- or part-time nurses were
on the staff of 63 per cent.
Although 80 per cent of the com
panies provide their employees
with pre-employment physicals,
only 20 per cent give all employees
follow-up physicals, 39 per cent
give follow-ups to management
only, and 22 per cent give them
to “certain groups of employees.”
Company credit unions are avail
8

stated. The nation’s future eco
nomic and social health will de
pend on business and Government
working together, Dr. Ramo be
lieves.
“More of our most creative and
well-educated young people should
interest themselves in the interface
between Government and business.
There are opportunities here for
new and satisfying careers. The
most outstanding business firms in
the future will be those whose lead
ership is skilled in the interface
problems: technology and econom
ics, marketing with social change,
and business with government . . .
The ability to put it all together
will characterize success,” he con
cluded.

By Public, Ramo Says
The public is paranoid, trusting
neither the Government nor busi
ness, Dr. Simon Ramo observed in
the keynote address of the Univer
sity of Southern California Business
School’s Annual Seminar. The sem
inar was attended by USC’s busi
ness administration students, fac
ulty, and invited business leaders
April 16.
Dr. Ramo, vice chairman of
TRW, Inc., said that the public
equates business with selfish prof
iteering and sees the Government
as a hopelessly inefficient bureauc
racy, “populated by slow workers
and led by incompetents, empire
builders, or scoundrels.”
“Today business success, when it
occurs, is often interpreted as prov
ing that profits are too high and
should be taxed away by the Gov
ernment. Yet the Government is
considered by the same interpreters
as sinfully wasteful, and taxes and
Government expenditures are be
lieved to be too great. When these
views prevail together, they consti
tute a perfect formula for slowing
progress,” he said.
The United States is unique in
having the combination of techno
logical strength, natural resources,
a single large and integrated econ
omy, and proven national talent for
organization, the TRW executive

Former Price Controller
Sees Possible Return if

Inflation is Not Beaten
Unless business and labor prove
the free market system works, the
United States is likely to have new
wage and price controls in two or
three years, warns former Price
Commission Chairman C. Jackson
Grayson, Jr.
Prices are rising three times
faster today than they were a year
ago, when Phase II held the infla
tion rate at three per cent, Mr.
Grayson observes.
“This is a most regrettable situ
ation for the American people and
a danger to the economy. We could
fall into the low economic growth
pattern and problems of the Euro
pean nations, as typified today by
Britain,” he stated.
Now dean of the Graduate
School of Business at Southern
Methodist University, Mr. Grayson
is promoting his book Confessions
of a Price Controller, Dow-JonesIrwin, Inc. The book is addressed
to the general public because he
believes that is who will determine
whether further controls are nec
essary.
In the book, he tells of the Ad
Management Adviser

ministration’s lack of preparedness
for controls and criticizes the inad
equacy of statistical and other in
formation he feels was needed for
the country’s economic decision
making. A list of do’s and don’ts
for future controls is outlined in his
book.

'Think Tank’ Seeking
Women’s and Minority

Integration Organizes
An interdisciplinary group finan
cially backed by the Xerox Fund,
IBM, and General Electric has
come together to formulate some
new ideas to more completely in
tegrate women and minority groups
into the United States economy. It
is called the Economic Think Tank
for Women and it anticipates hav
ing its first summit conference this
fall.
Reporting on the group’s May 11
planning session, Betty Freidan
told a press conference that the
women’s movement is proceeding
from the crest of stage one, which
entailed breaking through explicit
sex discrimination. “What is needed
now is new economic thinking,”
she announced.
The economic turmoil of the na
tion and the emergence of women
seem to be on a collision course,
she remarked. Women who have
been only recently hired, overcom
ing previously existing barriers, are
quickly being fired as cutbacks be
come necessary. She cited the case
of the first female airline pilot,
who suffered this way. The Eco
nomic Think Tank for Women is
designed to act as a catalyst for
new thinking, for developing op
tions and alternate proposals for
the future, Ms. Freidan stated.
“Events are moving too fast for
our economists,” Alvin Toffler,
author of Future Shock, said at the
press conference. “There have been
few new economic ideas since
Keynes.” He pointed out that, in the
July-August, 1974

past, outside groups pressing to get
into a system have been the ones
to bring new ideas to it. Some of
the issues he believes the group
should study are the implications
of the growth of the single-parent
family; the acceptance of childless
ness as an option; and husbands
and wives sharing a career. Flex
ible working hours, retirement, re
training, tax structures will be
topics for the Think Tank’s atten
tion.
The Center for Policy Research,
Inc., is temporarily volunteering
space to the project. Its director,
Amitai Etzioni, mentioned two is
sues he is interested in seeing work
on. One is the concept of “compen
satory seniority,” which would help
end women and minority groups’
suffering from the last-hired-firstfired syndrome. This idea would
have those who spend some time
in managing a home be given com
pensatory recognition.
The ‘liberated family’

His second area of inquiry would
be the redesigning of buildings to
take into the consideration “the lib
erated family.” This might mean
day care centers and communal
kitchens being placed in office
buildings for the convenience of
families where both husband and
wife work outside the home.
“It’s time that women and minor
ities quit fighting over the same
piece of the pie,” Althea Simmons,
National Education Director of the
NAACP stated. “We have to take
full advantage of the Affirmative
Action programs, limited though
they might be.” Ms. Simmons be
lieves the new economic ideas gen
erated by the Think Tank will
benefit minority groups as well as
women.
Ernest Boyer, Chancellor of the
State University of New York, said
that his interest in the new group
was in seeing how institutions can
become flexible and interlock. How
universities can meet the needs of
not just 18-year-olds, but all age
groups. He explained, “Early retire
ment and greater longevity have

the capacity for making education
a continuing activity for people
who are to be trained and retrained
to grow and regrow.” Education
should be related to increased as
pirations, freedom, time, and leis
ure, he said, and perhaps even the
retirement home.
Theodore Kheel, labor mediator,
pointed out that these new eco
nomic ideas will cause problems in
the labor area. For instance, on the
idea of compensatory seniority, he
said, “There is merit to that but
necessarily it will be taking some
thing away from somebody.” How
ever, Mr. Kheel endorsed the proj
ect, “What I like about the Eco
nomic Think Tank for Women is
that it is thinking about possible
solutions, not just cursing the dark
ness.”
The fall summit meeting will in
vite 200 attendees to join the Think
Tank effort. The group hopes to
get more funding from various cor
porations and foundations and has
so far received substantial volun
tary help. It expects to be an on
going project that will produce re
search papers, cassettes, and other
media to promote its findings and
to raise revenue. Its budget now
calls for $150,000 a year and in
cludes a proposed staff of six.
Temporarily, the Economic Think
Tank for Women has offices at the
Center for Policy Research, 475
Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y.
10027.

Decentralized Buying

May be Outdated, Says
Logistics Newsletter
Although decentralized purchas
ing has become a standard practice
for many corporations that want to
maintain autonomy of divisions and
avoid conflict with line managers,
it may not be the best policy to fol
low in a shortage economy, sug
gests Japan Air Lines in its Logis
tics Newsletter May issue.
“But whereas in the past central
9

ization was assessed primarily in
terms of its potential for improving
price leverage, today it must be
viewed in terms of its potential for
assuring a reliable supply. Rather
than weigh in the added admin
istrative costs and problems against
the potential price savings, the firm
must consider whether the alterna
tive and less costly decentralized
procurement activities may not in
the end generate far greater costs
in interrupted production, for ex
ample, or widespread customer
service failures,” the newsletter
states.
JAL points out that centralized
procurement potentially means
added transportation costs as a
single source of supply rather than
numerous local sources are used.
Stockpiling purchases at a central
point with a single safety stock
may help to offset this expense.
The airline explains, “This will
have the effect of reducing overall
supply requirements and inventory
investment while at the same time
providing tighter control of scarce
materials. As is already the prac
tice in many firms, spot shortages
at individual plant locations can be
overcome by expedited transporta
tion or air cargo.
“In some instances inventory
savings plus reduced production
costs due to reliability of supply
will justify a regular air cargo re
plenishment program for plants be
yond a certain radius from the cen
tral supply point,” JAL advises.
Copies of the May newsletter
are available at no charge, by writ
ing to Cargo Sales Department,
Japan Air Lines, 655 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10022.

National Materials
Policy Uncoordinated,

Says NBS Director
The nation needs a coherent ma
terials policy, Richard W. Roberts,
director of the National Bureau of
Standards, told the Mechanical
10

Failures Prevention Symposium
sponsored by the NBS, May 10, in
Gaithersburg, Md.
“If you look hard enough, you’ll
find that there is national policy
on materials and mechanical fail
ure, but it is a diffuse, uncoordi
nated, stop-gap policy that lacks a
real focus,” he said.
Dr. Roberts suggested that the
Government: 1—foster develop
ment and use of sensitive, reliable
methods to test for flaws; 2—sup
port materials research; and 3—
help develop a clear definition of
product liability.
Product liability cases are be
coming more frequent, he ob
served. In 1960 there were 50,000
such suits and in 1970 there were
500,000.
“At a time when sophisticated
new engineering applications and
shortages of traditional materials
put a premium on innovations in
materials and on imagination in
design concepts, this legal climate
may lead to an overly cautious ap
proach by industry,” Dr. Roberts
stated. “For example, the avoid
ance of new materials, overdesign,
and delays in marketing. This is an
appropriate area for new policy—
for strong Governmental support
of materials characterizations re
search and of research and devel
opment of non-destructive evalua
tion (NDE) test methods.”
NDE techniques are used for the
location of flaws in a structure.
These techniques are becoming
more precise but still have a long
way to go. In ultrasonic testing,
one of the most popular NDE
methods, “No standard is available
against which to make meaningful
calibrations; phase and frequency
data that could greatly increase the
information output is ignored; and
automation to increase efficiency
and reduce operator variability is
not used widely,” the NBS director
observed. Similar problems are
common to other NDE techniques.
The Government’s prime mover
role in the fields of atomic energy
and space exploration and its spe
cial responsibilities, such as pro
viding for the common defense, ex

plain its concern for the conse
quences of mechanical failure, Dr.
Roberts stated.

Computer Makers Call

For Greater Trade with

Eastern Bloc Nations
The Computer and Business
Equipment Manufacturers Associa
tion has called on the Senate Sub
committee on International Trade
to extend the Export Administra
tion Act through 1977. One of the
reasons cited was that uncertainty
over U.S. export control policy has
inhibited socialist countries’ accept
ance of U.S. company proposals for
larger commercial and civil com
puter systems.
CBEMA officers warned that, “If
we cannot adapt U.S. export con
trol policy to the needs, U.S. par
ticipation in this market will be
self-limiting. In that case, the need
will be met either by internal de
velopment or from increasingly
available alternative sources.”
The Association said that inter
national markets are just beginning
to open up for the application of
business methods. And nowhere is
the potential market for commer
cial and other civil applications
greater than in socialist countries.
Peter F. McCloskey, CBEMA
president, said, “We believe in the
realistic implementation of detente.
The markets opened by detente
can provide significant benefits to
the United States, its industries,
and its workers, in addition to
serving the cause of international
peace. Trade thus generated can be
conducted responsibly and with
proper regard to the national in
terest. However, it needs adequate
financial credit resources for the
large transactions involved. In ad
dition, it needs the assistance of
an adequately staffed Department
of Commerce Bureau of East-West
Trade. And, finally, it needs the
continued vigilance of Congress to
assure that the U.S. economic in
terests are balanced against our
legitimate national security re
quirements.”
Management Adviser

For the Management Consultant—

Computers Outpace People Who Run Them, Causing ‘Energy

Crisis’ in EDP Installations, AFIPS President Says

While the computer industry has
become a people-intensive indus
try, it does not have the ability to
master an adequate force of skilled
manpower, George Glaser, presi
dent of the American Federation of
Information Processing Societies,
Inc., said in the keynote address of
the National Computer Conference,
May 6-10 in Chicago.
“We are, it would seem, plung
ing headlong into an energy crisis
of our own. We are building and
installing powerful machinery for
which we already have an inade
quate supply of its most important
fuel element—talents of our people
—and we are doing far too little to
maintain and replenish that supply.”
Five elements cited

This situation arises from a com
bination of not enough well-trained,
qualified people, their early obso
lescence, and lack of adequate
career paths for computer profes
sionals. Mr. Glaser broke the situ
ation down into five elements:
“1—There are a distressingly
large number of poorly qualified
people at all levels, and particu
larly in user development organi
zations.
“2—Those who are now compe
tent are becoming less so every day
as technological developments con
tinue at an overwhelming rate.
“3—The long-term career pros
pects for data processing people in
most user organizations are not suf
ficiently promising to attract the
talented young men and women
who could add to and strengthen
our supply of available professional
manpower.
“4—Our universities are turning
out far too few computer-oriented
problem solvers.
“5—We are having a painfully
difficult time achieving the level of
July-August, 1974

professional maturity that would
help stimulate and reward the con
tinued self-renewal of individual
competence.”
In detailing some of his points,
Mr. Glaser cited the “Paul Prin
ciple” articulated by Paul Armer
of the Center for Advanced Study
in the Behavioral Sciences: “Indi
viduals often become incompetent
over time at a level at which they
once performed well, because they
become ‘uneducated’ (technologic
ally obsolete) for that level.”
Since our economy is becoming
more and more dependent on com
puters, Mr. Glaser believes “the
technological obsolescence of com
puter professionals becomes a na
tional problem.”
Although the computing profes
sion may provide challenging and
interesting work, the speaker said
he had his misgivings as to its pro
viding a long-term rewarding
career. He noted that according
to the findings of the American
Management Association, the data
processing chief is the next to the
lowest paid manager in the average
company, surpassing only the
transportation manager. Data proc
essing does not usually report to
the company president. The DP
manager’s energies are often con
centrated on managing his spe
cialty and perhaps he does not
have time to develop the broad
general management skills that
would qualify him as a candidate
for executive positions, Mr. Glaser
speculated.
“For whatever reason, DP man
agers seldom are given the oppor
tunity to participate personally in
the tough decisions that develop
and temper the skills of other ex
ecutives. As a result, they are
likely to retain their image as nar
row specialists unless they make
a concerted personal effort to re
direct their careers—admittedly a

tough assignment for anyone, and
particularly so for the unfortunate
soul who has been categorized—
however unfairly—as an obsolete
manager with no clout,” Mr. Glaser
added.
Among the activities AFIPS is
undertaking to improve the EDP
personnel situation is the develop
ment and dissemination of infor
mation covering improved systems
design, job analysis, codes of con
duct, and related matters.
“In a broad outline, AFIPS is
considering a program designed to
(1) assist the Federal Govern
ment by supplying technical ad
vice and assistance, when request
ed, on computer-related issues, (2)
improve communications between
industry, academic institutions, and
Federal agencies concerning re
search and development in com
puter science and engineering, and
(3) supply information to the
AFIPS constituent societies [in
cluding the AICPA] about Fed
eral activities and policies affecting
computer science and engineering,”
Mr. Glaser said.
“I’m bullish about computing
and about the computing industry.
But it is time for introspection—as
unsettling as it may be,” he told
the NCC audience.

IBM Continues EDP

Security Study;
Report Planned Soon
Two years have passed since
IBM announced it was investing
$40 million over a five-year period
to study and develop data security
techniques (see M/A, July-August,
’72, pp. 6-7). At the 1974 National
Computer Conference IBM an
nounced it had completed a study
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that will serve as the basis for its
guidelines for protecting EDP in
formation. Copies of the six-volume
1,300 page study are scheduled to
be available within the next 60
days.
Each of the security project study
sites installed IBM’s experimental
Resource Security System (RSS),
a software system designed to
make their operating systems se
cure. At the MIT site the RSS pro
cedure was modified so that not
only a security officer was able to
decide who could use or alter a set
of data, but the creator of the data
could also authorize others to use
information in ways such as read
only, copy, modify, and destroy.

Most vital in financial field
MIT researchers also surveyed
EDP users in the financial, med
ical, service bureau, and university
fields, and found that security was
of more apparent importance to
those in the financial field than to
the other groups. Social forces,
company policies, and experiences
with computer fraud were cited as
reasons for the financial communi
ty’s increased interest in security.
Another MIT finding was that
most executives, even data proc
essing managers, believe that data
security exists in their installations
and, therefore, do not view it as a
problem. However, those techni
cally knowledgeable people more
directly involved in the actual com
puter operations are aware of how
serious the problems can be, MIT
researchers reported.
Another IBM study site, TRW
Systems, Inc., arrived at a list of
187 requirements for data security.
TRW found to determine the com
pliance of complex operating sys
tems with security requirements,
automated aids must be used such
as: module connectivity tools for
analyzing the structure of an oper
ating system and path analysis tools
that measure the thoroughness of
testing.
The IBM Federal Systems Cen
ter in Gaithersburg, Md., studied
the problem of installing a secure
operating system in an ongoing
12

data processing operation. The
Center underscored the need for
special identification procedures for
regularly scheduled jobs where op
erators or other production people
(rather than the programer or end
user) had the primary, direct ac
cess to the computer. Names and
code words were not found to be
sufficient by the Center and it sug
gested better alternatives should be
considered, such as comparing the
time a job is submitted against an
established schedule. Names of the
programs
running should be
checked against the list of pro
gram names authorized for the job.
The fourth IBM study site, Illi
nois’ Department of Finance, Man
agement Information Division, pro
duced a booklet for executives on
the social implications of protect
ing private information. It also de
tailed procedures for implementing
security, taking into consideration
available technology, legal require
ments, and necessary training of
operations personnel.
Twenty-three research papers
are included in the guidelines IBM
is planning to release soon. The
work will be distributed without
charge to IBM computer custom
ers, appropriate trade associations
and industry groups, and some
large university libraries. Others
will be able to purchase the guide
lines from their local IBM branch
office. The price has not been set
as of this writing, but is estimated
by a company spokesman to be ap
proximately $30-35 for the six
volumes.

Small Businesses Told
To Stress Variety When

Hiring, Recruiting
When small businesses are hir
ing, they should extol the career
benefits of work in their size or
ganization, the variety of experi
ence and early opportunity to con
tribute significantly, advises J. H.
Cohn and Company, a Newark
CPA firm, in its newsletter, Time
and Tide, issue 21.

“Neither age nor tenure should
be a deterrent to getting a job
done efficiently and professionally,”
states the newsletter. “Hire the per
son for the job, not for life.”
In addition, when hiring remem
ber, “it is often faster, cheaper and
safer to hire the missing expertise
than to experiment with a homegrown product,” the firm states.
Sources of people to fill available
posts are: your own current em
ployees, referrals from employees,
ex-employees, advertising, employ
ment agencies, and people who
were previously interviewed by the
company but not hired.
“In hiring a $20,000-a-year em
ployee you are probably making a
minimum investment of $10,000, as
it usually takes six months to make
a fair judgment on a new employee
at the technical or managerial level.
Spending 10-20 hours for proper
interviewing and checking is a
modest investment and the time
required to select from among the
candidates will be well spent,” the
firm states.
Telephone calls or personal visits
to check references are better than
written references, Cohn advises.
Written references can be carefully
worded to reveal nothing and thus
need to be investigated.
Getting to know a professor at
a local university whose graduates
are likely candidates for your firm
is a technique Cohn advises for
choosing inexperienced personnel.
The professor can influence stu
dents to apply and can also pro
vide you with a deeper knowledge
of the student than a limited inter
view can.
When hiring straight out of
school, “Hire with the expectation
that a probationary period (one to
three years) will be needed before
final placement or assignment is
made. This policy eliminates the
need to be precise about a specific
job when hiring and gives both the
firm and the applicant an oppor
tunity to test each other. The se
lection, training and judgment-pro
ducing experience come later for
the college recruit,” according to
Cohn.
Management Adviser

AICPA Engages Texas

University to Study

Accounting
is a weapon
against
poverty... and we
strive to put
this weapon in
the hands of
those who
need it most.

Skills Needed in MAS
On May 23 the AICPA engaged
the University of Texas to under
take a study of the body of knowl
edge required by a management
advisory services practitioner in a
CPA firm and ways to test candi
dates’ knowledge. Over $100,000
will be spent for this 15-month
project.
Responsibility for the project
lies with the MAS body of knowl
edge and examinations task force,
chaired by H. George Trentin,
CPA, Arthur Andersen & Co. He
reported that the task force was
first brought together on December
12,1973. It presented its prospectus
for the study to the AICPA Board
of Directors on February 20, gained
its approval, and then on April 17
sent out a request for proposals to
14 universities and research organ
izations. On May 23 the University
of Texas was selected as the con
tractor.

Four phases of work
The work is to be performed in
four phases: fact finding; develop
ment of body of knowledge con
cepts; development of examination
concepts; final report. Phase One is
to be completed by September 30,
1974, Phase Two by December 31,
1974, Phase Three by May 15,
1975, and Phase Four by August
31, 1975. The AICPA has retained
the option to terminate the study
after completion of the first two
phases.
Quality document expected

Mr. Trentin said that hopefully
the study will produce a document
of the quality of Horizons for a
Profession, the AICPA publication
describing the common body of
knowledge for CPAs. The new
study would be a kindred docu
ment for MAS practitioners, CPAs
and non-CPAs alike, he explained.
July-August, 1974

Walter J. Oliphant, former president, AICPA

Accounting Education Fund
for Disadvantaged Students
Contribution Form

AICPA

American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants
666 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10019

Gentlemen: I am enclosing a check for $............................ * as my
contribution to the ACCOUNTING EDUCATION FUND FOR
DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS. My check is payable to AICPA Foundation
—AEFDS and I understand that I will receive a receipt to indicate that
I have made this contribution (which is tax deductible).

MEMBER'S NAME

FIRM
(if part of mailing address)

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

ZIP

*Please Check...
□ This is my contribution for the three-year program.
□ This is my contribution for the first year. I will match this contribution in
1975 and in 1976. Please bill me at that time.

Please make your check payable to AICPA Foundation—AEFDS.
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Throughout the project the
AICPA task force members will in
teract with the University of Texas
research team. The task force will
assist the researchers in setting up
interviews with MAS practitioners
and in providing them with AICPA
policy information. Three non-CPA
and six CPA MAS practitioners,
and the executive director of the
New York State Society of CPAs
make up the task force.

Personnel of project
Dr. Edward L. Summers is the
director of the University of Texas
project. His associate director is
Dr. Kenneth E. Knight. The Uni
versity of Texas project policy com
mittee is composed of Dr. George
Kozmetsky, Dr. John S. McKetta,
Dr. Thomas H. Williams, and Dr.
Glenn A. Welsch. They will work
closely with a subcommittee of the
AICPA task force including Mr.
Trentin, Arthur B. Toan, Jr., Price
Waterhouse & Co., and Max F.
Sporer, Touche Ross & Co., and,
serving as an alternate, Kenneth
S. Caldwell, Ernst & Ernst.

Witte Award Will be Made
at Annual Meeting

The annual Lester Witte
Foundation award for the
best article “promoting or ex
emplifying the practice of
management services in a
small or medium-size firm”
will be presented this year to
Paul J. Beehler, of the Bank
of America, for his article
“Cash Management: Forecast
ing for Profit,” which appeared
in the July-August, 1973, is
sue of Management Adviser.
The award, a plaque and a
check for $100, will be pre
sented at the AICPA annual
meeting, October 13-16, in
Seattle, Wash.
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For the Executive in Finance—

Meat Packing Company

storage facilities check the incom
ing shipment.

Uses Computer to

Increase Meat Yield
Consumers say they are paying
too much, cattle ranchers say they
are not being paid enough, and the
beef processor is in the middle.
In the midst of this situation, Amer
ican Beef Packers, Inc., of Omaha,
is using an integrated system of an
IBM 360 Model 30 and Sycor 340
intelligent terminals to maximize
the yield of its cattle.
American Beef has four plants
that process an average of 200
cattle an hour, or about 1,500,000
head a year.
After the cattle enter the plants
and are killed, bled, and the hide
and entrails removed, they are cut
into sides and weighed and num
bered. This data is entered into a
Sycor 340 terminal via a type
writer-like keyboard. The informa
tion is stored on cassette tapes for
later batch processing. Manage
ment receives reports on the weigh
ing so that it can evaluate its buy
ers’ judgment on cattle selection.
When the beef has been chilled
overnight it usually loses one to
two per cent of its weight. Conse
quently, an additional weighing is
made and the results recorded via
a terminal.
The sides are separated into
those being sold as carcasses and
those to be fabricated. The num
bers of each type are recorded.
Those sides that are fabricated
(cut into primal and subprimal
pieces, trimmed, and deboned) are
weighed for edible yields and this
information is also stored in the
terminal. Management is able to
compare these yields with initial
weights to take note of improper
procedures (such as excessive
waste or pilferage).
Truck summaries by item, box
count, and weight, are produced
by the terminal and printed out on
a Sycor 80 cps printer. This en
ables warehousemen to check the
manifest before the shipment goes
out and lets customers and remote

Southern Bankers Urged

To Adopt Electronic
Funds Transfer System
The substructure for a national
electronic funds transfer system is
being formed by automatic pay
roll deposits, preauthorized pay
ments, and the automated teller,
the president of the American
Bankers Association said May 10 at
a meeting of the North Carolina
Bankers Association.
Rex J. Morthland, ABA presi
dent, stated, “acceptance of EFTS
will follow a pattern, with the pub
lic accepting services which are
needed, supply direct benefits, run
smoothly, and can easily be under
stood. By introducing EFTS serv
ices in a systematic manner, the
public will adjust and adapt with
out major problems. Through this
step-by-step approach, the com
plete package of electronic services
will emerge as a natural progres
sion,” he predicted.
(The coming of EFTS was fore
cast at the Tenth Annual AICPA
Conference on Computers and In
formation Systems, see page 28.)
Automatic payroll deposits

According to a recent ABA study,
one of the most acceptable elec
tronic banking services is automatic
payroll deposits. Employees favor
it because even if they are out of
the office on pay day their checks
are automatically deposited, Mr.
Morthland reported. Pre-authorized
payments to savings accounts,
mortgages, and installment loans
are other consumer services that
can be handled expeditiously by
electronic transfers, he stated.
“If electronic transfers loom large
in the future of banks, automated
tellers will provide a link between
the old and new methods of fur
nishing bank services. They may
even be an alternative to smaller
branches . .
Mr. Morthland,
Management Adviser

chairman of the board of Peoples
Bank and Trust Co., Selma, Ala.,
stated.
Automated tellers are capable of
providing cash withdrawal, deposit
payment, and fund transfer serv
ices 24 hours a day. Currently more
than 1,000 automated tellers are in
use in the United States and the
ABA predicts that by 1980 some
34,000 automated tellers and cur
rency dispensers will be purchased.
NCR reports that since April 1,
1974 it has operated an on-line
automated teller to service its em
ployees credit unit.
Each user is given a six-digit
“secret code” number that must be
entered into the terminal in con
junction with a plastic card to acti
vate the machine.
The credit union has served as a
test market for the NCR 770 ter
minal. By the end of the third test

week, the automatic teller was be
ing used 50 times a day and loan
activity had accelerated, NCR re
ports.
Using the automated teller, the
credit union member can make de
posits and withdrawals from his
savings account, obtain cash ad
vances from his credit account,
make payments to his loan account,
transfer funds from his savings to
make loan payments, and pay his
utility bills. The 770 could also en
able a user to pay mortgages or
other pre-authorized bills, such as
for medical or dental services.
First customer deliveries are
scheduled for this fall. The price
of the 770 ranges from $18,000 for
a terminal with only cash dispens
ing capability, which can be up
graded, to the complete on-line
self-service terminal priced at less
than $33,000.

Product Code scanners ready for
sale. Grocery manufacturers are
gearing up to place UPC identify
ing ten-digit linear bar codes on
their products. The first five digits
identify the manufacturer and the
last five the item.
“A store-test of the Singer slot
laser scanner will begin this Sep
tember with production models
available about the time supermar
kets need them,” Richard O. Baily,
president of Singer’s Business Ma
chines Division, said. “It is esti
mated that about 50 per cent of the
18,000 items in the average super
market will have the UPC symbol
by 1975. However, it is generally
conceded that a supermarket
should have at least 70 per cent of
its merchandise UPC coded before
a full scanning system is economi
cally justified.
Most industry
sources predict that this level of
source marking will not be
achieved until late 1976 or 1977.”

New Products and Services—

Electronic Point-of-Sale Equipment
Expected to Sell $10 Billion by 1984

Minicomputer for All

School Needs Shown
Ten billion dollars’ worth of elec
tronic point-of-sale equipment will
be sold to the retail sector within
the next decade, reports Frost &
Sullivan Inc., market researchers.
“Though the initial impact of the
electronic POS development has
been on the general retail depart
ment store, the trend has begun to
spread to supermarkets, restau
rants, service stations, hotels, enter
tainment locations, and wherever
credit cards are accepted,” the re
searchers observe.
The sales of central computer
systems will be boosted by the ad
dition of POS equipment. Frost &
Sullivan predict over the next 10
years approximately $700 million
in computer revenues will be at
tributed to the upgrading of com
puter installations to meet the
needs of electronic and credit ter
minal systems.
According to its study the “real
virgin territory” consists of super
markets. By 1976 sales to super
markets are projected by F&S to
July-August, 1974

reach 20,000 terminals or $200,000,000 annually in sales.
By 1979 the firm expects sales of
POS equipment to supermarkets
will surpass that to general retail
department stores as supermarket
terminal volume increases to $340,000,000.
According to F&S’s survey of the
battle for the POS markets, NCR’s
popularity has “increased substan
tially” over Singer’s since F&S’s
1972 study of the market. IBM is
in third place in popularity among
the general retailers and second
place among the supermarkets.
On April 18 Singer announced
an electronic point of sale system
“especially tailored to the needs of
food retailers.” At the center of the
system is the Model 940 electronic
terminal which can operate as a
freestanding cash register and later
be upgraded to collect and control
all data required for a front end
operation and a backroom manage
ment system. However, Singer does
not appear to have its Universal

The administrative and student
record keeping tasks of elementary
and secondary schools and small
colleges can be done with mini
computer software systems recently
introduced by the Hewlett-Packard
Company. The systems allow the
computer to be simultaneously
used for instructional purposes.
H-P’s three new Terminal-Ori
ented Administrative Data Systems
(TOADS) are: the College Infor
mation System (CIS/2000) to
build and maintain a student data
base, register students, and process
grade reports via an on-line, inter
active system; the Student Infor
mation System (SIS/3000) to al
low schools to establish an inte
grated data base on all families liv
ing in its district, distribute student
grades, and maintain and report
student attendance records via
batch-mode or remote computing;
and ADMIN/2000F to handle staff
payroll and financial budget record
keeping on time-sharing systems.
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H these six people don’t impress you,
maybe the companies who hired them will.

These people aren’t actors. They
are real people doing real jobs for
real companies.
Take Joseph Minikovsky, for
example (top left), an electronic
maintenance engineer. He has
learned to use one hand the way
most people in his field have to use
two. As quickly, as efficiently, as
accurately. He’s a crackerjack
technician and the National Broad
casting Company knows it. Yes, he
works for NBC.
Robert Thompson (top center)
is a mechanical engineer. At Syska
& Hennessy in New York.
Frank Gaal (top right), a ma
chine operator for Con Edison.
James Withers (bottom left),
an administrative assistant with

Control Data Corporation.
Mildred Hudson (bottom cen
ter), a coding and terminations
clerk for Standard Security Life
Insurance.
And Thomas Clancy (bottom
right) is one of the best computer
programmers New York Univer
sity ever had.
They’re all working. At jobs
they enjoy. For companies who are
very grateful to have them.
You see, despite their obvious
disabilities, these people are
skilled, hard-working men and
women. And traits like that are
hard to come by these days. (Ms.
Hudson’s supervisor told us she
was one of only three people in
their company who made it to work

during a heavy snowstorm.)
It takes a lot of determination
and many months of rehabilita
tion to get where these people are.
But it takes very little more
than a letter to find people like
them and hire them.
The Director of Vocational Re
habilitation in your state has a file
of skilled, trained, rehabilitated
people in every field. Ready, will
ing and able to work.
Write to him, next time you
have an opening. His office is in
your state capital.
And join the impressive ranks
of Con Edison. And NBC. And
Syska & Hennessy. And Control
Data. And Standard Security Life.
And NYU.

Write the Director of Vocational Rehabilitation in your State Capital.
The U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.
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The rapid changes in politics, in economics, in society
itself, are inevitably reflected in the business world.
This means that old methods that once worked there
are no longer necessarily valid. Perhaps it's time we
all restructured our thinking—

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER
by Carl H. Poedtke, Jr.

Price Waterhouse & Co.

ach morning’s

headlines, each
evening’s news broadcasts, re
mind us once again that we live
in a world of accelerating change.
Things that have been taken for
granted for years are not necessar
ily true any longer. To quote the
ruler of Siam in “The King and I”:
“When I was a boy, world was
better spot. What was so was so,
and what was not was not.”* The
King’s plaintive lament could very
well be the most enduring truth of
our time.
That truth has meaning to each
of us in the business community,
aside from our concern as citizens.
Each of us who has spent a sig
nificant portion of his career deal
ing with the development, imple
mentation, and operation of logis-

E

*Copyright © 1951 by Richard Rodg
ers and Oscar Hammerstein, II. Used by
permission of Williamson Music, Inc.
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tics systems should be thinking, as
seriously and thoroughly as one
can, of the implications of that “en
during truth” today.
Things have changed so rapidly
—particularly over the last few
months (and they show every sign
of continuing to change)—that it
seems to me we’re all obliged to
reassess not only our mode of oper
ations, but also the logistics sys
tems we should use to support
these operations in the future.
When using the term “logistics
systems,” I have in mind the chain
of systems, both mechanized and
manual, formed by sales forecast
ing, inventory planning and con
trol, production planning and con
trol, and distribution. I have con
cluded—slowly and somewhat re
luctantly—that, while the classical
systems with which we’ve been fa
miliar for years and the more ad
vanced concepts that have come

into use recently are useful, valid,
even necessary—in today’s environ
ment they are not enough.
In the remainder of this article,
I hope to trace the background
and observations that have led me
to this conclusion. I hope, as well,
to offer several suggestions as to
what changes might be made—and
I believe must be made—to bring
those logistics systems concepts and
operating practices up-to-date. I
believe I can demonstrate that the
future holds not only the challenges
with which we have been familiar
so long, but a whole new group of
very real obstacles to our being
able to “put it all together.”
International business expansion

During the last decade it has be
come painfully evident to each of
us in the daily carrying out of our
duties that we are a part of a
17

Procurement of materials is no longer primarily national in
scope. Components for a plant in Chicago can come as easily
from Mexico or the United Kingdom as from Milwaukee.

worldwide business community.
This global statement is easily
translated into some hard day-today facts.
Procurement is no longer prin
cipally national in scope. It is in
ternational, as are the new genera
tion of problems and challenges as
sociated with it. Components for a
product to be assembled in Chi
cago may flow from foreign
countries almost as readily as from
Milwaukee. Fabrication and as
sembly are scheduled and coordi
nated across the border buffer zone
of the Republic of Mexico and the
United States. Related logistics sys
tems must be able to cope with the
uncertainties that this adds to our
operations.
Monetary exchange rates, once
the province of Wall Street (some
thing most of us encountered only
on vacation) have come to mean
more and more to each of us both
on and off the job. For example,
make-or-buy decisions among for
eign and domestic sources can be
severely impacted by a swing in
exchange rates. As a result, the cost
analyst must not only develop an
accurate and objective comparison
of the alternatives presented; some
one also must assess the future
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probability of material changes in
monetary exchange relationships.
In short, this “internationalism”
has made economic advantages
even more transitory than they
have been in the past; it has now
put bidding for raw materials and
resources on the broadest scale
possible. It is also pertinent to ob
serve that this bidding is by no
means in the classical “free mar
ket.”

Uncertainty of business climate
A superb contemporary descrip
tion of the present climate was ex
pressed by a businessman on my
commuter train who said that he
could not survive the trauma of the
daily news reports: enough is
enough!
Realistically, of course, we must,
as quickly as possible, face up to
those developments which will im
pact our business activities no mat
ter how disagreeable they may be.
This may be reminiscent of “cow
ards die a thousand deaths, brave
men die but once,” but there ap
pear to be at least four factors
which certainly will not disappear
even if we were to pretend they
weren’t there.

Energy Shortages—Even after we
pass the current “crisis,” experts
believe that shortages will con
tinue. We, therefore, need to pro
vide means to cope with this prob
lem not just in the present “for-theduration” fashion, but as a contin
uing fact of life. The sooner this
is recognized, the sooner business
problems can be cast in a more
rational and durable framework for
analysis and consideration by man
agement.
Inflation—I see nothing to make
me believe that this has not become
a way of life here in the United
States. In fact, it has been a world
wide way of life for some time.
This should force us to rethink our
classical approach to investment
analysis, as in the case of inven
tories. It also forces us to think of
what were normal procurement de
cisions in the past as almost spec
ulating in commodity futures in
today’s world.
Government Regulation — Even
now that wage and price controls
have been lifted, their effects are
still with us. Economic dislocations
will continue to cultivate shortages
at all levels of consumption. Busi
nessmen will be wary of renewed
controls. I am afraid I see great
temptation in various areas to con
tinue to “tinker” with our economy.
Labor Attitudes—With less ro
manticism but with considerably
more effectiveness, labor will con
tinue to be strong and, in some
areas, intransigent. Recent events
in the United Kingdom convey this
more clearly than anything further
I might write.
CARL
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Monetary exchange rates must now play a significant role in our
choice between domestic and foreign supply sources, putting bid
ding between alternative sources on the broadest possible scale.

The last 20 years or so have seen
logistics systems evolve at an al
most revolutionary speed. Remem
ber, when I discuss logistics in sys
tems I am speaking broadly of the
interrelated
systems
including
sales/demand forecasting, inven
tory planning and control, produc
tion planning and control, procure
ment and purchasing, and ware
housing and distribution.
The first phase of this evolution
might be called the establishment
of reliable static systems. Static sys
tems are those basic planning and
control systems using quantitative
techniques such as inventory con
trol by means of reorder factors or
capacity planning by time periods.
The importance of this phase was
that it introduced quantitative
techniques on a broad basis and
began basic improvements in data
discipline.
The second phase of this evolu
tion began with availability of the
modern computer for business use.
Following the mechanization of ac
counting applications, inventory
control generally appeared attrac
tive. Production control applica
tions logically followed. This phase
was characterized by mechaniza
tion of the basic static systems and
by intensive work on improving
data integrity.
We are now at the close of what
July-August, 1974

I call the third evolutionary phase.
This phase has been characterized
by the mechanization of dynamic
systems which provided for such
advancements as frequently revised
sales forecasts using statistical tech
niques and time series production
planning capable of frequent and
rapid revision. I regard the systems
discussed here as part of this third
evolutionary phase.

Even note that wage and price
controls have been lifted,

their effects are still with
ns. Economic dislocations

will continue to cultivate

shortages at all levels of
consumption.

Not a time for classical approach

The picture of the world which I
have painted indicates in the
strongest terms that this is not the
time for classical approaches and
that even the foremost advances of
the third evolutionary phase will
not completely meet the challenge
with which we are confronted. Suc
cess in the future, in fact, may be
gained most readily by those who
can easily disregard past practices
and display maximum flexibility. As
I see it, we require a fourth evo
lutionary phase now!

Some personal experiences
Most production and inventory
control systems designed and im
plemented in the United States have
been broadly based on economic
optimization of resources, with a
virtually implicit assumption that
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‘Normal’ is relative; what may be normal in the future . . .
raw materials and energy were in
finitely available. This was cer
tainly true of both my academic
training and my early business ex
perience.
The first time in my career that
I was confronted with a practical
situation which called for a truly
radically different treatment oc
curred in Mexico in 1966. In exam
ining the production and inventory
control systems of a producer of
synthetic fibers, I noted what ap
peared to be an extremely high
level of raw materials. In question
ing the president of the company,
he quickly and tersely explained
that it was possible at any time for
the government to close the bor
der to certain materials based upon
changes in economic policy. He
had to be prepared to keep his
plant in operation as long as pos
sible under such circumstances or
face severe shut-down and start-up
costs as well as other problems.
A somewhat high investment in
raw materials was insignificant
in comparison to the consequences
of a shutdown.
During the past year and a half,
I have been directing the design
and implementation of an improved
logistics system for the European
manufacturing branch of a large
U.S. company. This operation has
traditionally had widely scattered
sources of supply. Located in Scan

dinavia, it has procured materials
such as electronic components from
the United Kingdom, plastics from
West Germany, mirrors from
Japan, and a large number of items
from the United States. Frankly,
events of the last six to eight months
have necessitated incorporating a
number of new features into the
system. What was once a fairly
straightforward system has now
been forced to incorporate a formal
hedging strategy.
The following vignette is an ex
ample of what I’ve heard a num
ber of times in the last few months.
Recently, I was in the office of an
executive of a company engaged in
manufacturing paper and plastic
products. About a year ago he and
I had discussed some severe prob
lems of the company’s archaic and
inflexible logistics systems. To my
knowledge the system had not been
changed and I was curious as to
how it was functioning under pres
ent conditions.
“We no longer have problems
with the system because we don’t
use it,” the executive told me. “You
see,” he went on, “we order all the
supplies we can get, manufacture
‘flat-out,’ and our customers buy
everything we make. We are able
to pass on our increased costs. Sys
tems are not for times like these.
Let’s talk about an improved sys
tem when things are normal.”

After further, more rational, and
more purposeful discussion, the ex
ecutive and I reached some inter
esting conclusions:
—“Normal” is relative and what
will be normal in the future may
be radically different from normal
in the past.
—The company’s system was
aborted not because “systems are
not for times like these” but rather
because the company’s system
could not be responsive to existing
needs.
—The company’s enviable position
could be quite short lived.
Some factors pointing to this are:
• Finished goods inventories
were growing and turnover de
clining so customers weren’t
quite buying everything that
was made.
• There were indications of
customer stockpiling which
means that “soon the merry-goround must stop.”

Quite obviously, to avert acute
discomfort or perhaps disaster, this
company requires a strategy as to
what to do when demand slackens
and, just as important, systems to
support and implement that strat
egy. Equally as clear was the fact
that management was convinced,
and I believe rightly so, that any
new approach would have to be

There appear to be four factors that simply will not disappear no
matter what we may wish: Inflation, Government Regulations . . .
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. . . may be radically different from normal in the past
capable of dealing effectively with
“times like these.”
From my perspective, the most
important aspect of changing con
ditions is how management is re
acting to them and how this will
influence its future behavior and
thereby help mold future systems
requirements. I, therefore, attempt
to keep apprised of such develop
ments. I have made a special effort
to “test the water” recently. During
the past weeks I have had a num
ber of informal conversations with
some executives of both large and
small companies representing such
diverse industries as chemicals,
electro-mechanical equipment, tex
tiles, home appliances, and paper
products. There is a certain unity
of viewpoint to be distilled from
their comments and I would like
to summarize them.
If this informal survey were to
be given a title it probably should
be, “Things Will Never Be the
Same!” An obvious subtitle would
be, “Now We Know Who Our
Friends Are!” More specifically:

• Logistics systems have suf
fered a general loss of credibility:
they did not meet the challenge!
• Supplier reliability — broadly
defined—will be regarded by man
agement as more important than
ever before. As one operations vicepresident put it, “We will be less

likely to be seduced for
per
thousand.”
• There will be more demands
upon purchasing for flexibility and
development of reliable sources. In
fact, people are “roaming the
world” for supplies. A paper prod
ucts manufacturer recently sent a
purchasing agent to West Germany
on short notice because he “heard”
there was glue available there.
When that turned out to be a wild
goose chase, the purchasing agent
was directed to head for Norway
and size up the paper situation.
• Substitution will be accepted
as “normal.” Value analysis tech
niques will be dusted off to push
this. Liaison with design and engi
neering will be closer than ever
before.
• Flexibility of production oper
ations will be more closely exam
ined. For example, a chemical proc
essor now mixes two components
he previously purchased readymixed because they were more
readily available in that form. A
textile manufacturer with a high
degree of vertical integration is
prepared to introduce “raw mate
rials” into its process at a number
of levels depending upon current
availabilities.
It also became apparent that
thinking regarding systems has
been undergoing a metamorphosis:

• Non-economic factors, some
times expressed as utility functions,
would appear more frequently in
analyses.
• Systems would tend to be less
finely tuned, meaning that buffers
would appear to provide flexibility.
• More than ever, management
wants to feel and be in complete
control of its logistics system.
The fourth evolutionary phase

The future needs of management
and its attitudes have brought us
to what I have called the fourth ev
olutionary phase of logistics system
development. I visualize building
upon the sound planning and con
trol concepts which exist, but with
some important differences.
The key to progress and to meet
ing the needs discussed lies in the
concept of being interactive. Feed
back theory introduced us to this
notion and in third phase systems
this has been characterized by be
ing able to update based upon
newly reported information. The
fourth phase demands are signifi
cantly more advanced. I believe
that I can best describe my view
of this by briefly discussing a few
of the changes required in each
logistics system component.
• Sales/ Demand Forecasting —
Current widely applied statistical
forecasting techniques, which are

. . . the Energy Shortage, which still continues even if in slightly less
critical form, and Labor Attitudes, which may become intransigent.
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Reliable substitution techniques may be vital to inventory and control functions
primarily time series based, need
to be tempered by approaches giv
ing greater weight to external fac
tors. At the same time, appropriate
means must be developed to pro
vide more rational means of inte
grating judgment—executive, ex
pert, or otherwise—into this process.
• Inventory Planning and Con
trol-Present optimization tech
niques must be tempered by the
use of techniques employing utility
functions to account for shortages,
inflation, and risk factors not read
ily definable in discrete economic
terms. Reliable substitution subsys
tems are vital to operation in an
interactive mode.
• Procurement — Purchasing
agents need to know not only more
about their suppliers but more
about their suppliers’ suppliers!
Materials shortages may make it
often necessary to help vendors in
obtaining supplies.
• Production Planning and Con
trol-Production planning and con
trol must be highly interactive with
other systems and with people.
Shortages and uncertainties de
mand systems capable of function
ing with frequent intervention. In

this area particularly, this means a
high degree of coordination be
tween manual and mechanized pro
cedures. There also will be a need
to examine capacities in terms
other than machines, perhaps in
the broader terms of resource
availability.
It should be noted that efforts to
improve both the quality and time
liness of information are vital.
Sound information will be needed
now more than ever.
This, then, is what I see as the
general shape of future logistics
systems:
• Interactive
• Flexible
• Responsive to people and
to judgment
• Optimizing in non-eco
nomic as well as economic
terms
• Not tied to traditional ca
pacities
• More responsive as a total
mechanical/manual unit.
In many ways, these are all of the
nice things we’ve talked about in
the past but which could not be
justified economically or otherwise
or which did not seem as important

then as what we were working on
at the moment.

Conclusion
Uncomfortable or not, this real
istically is where we stand at this
moment. International business ex
pansion has provided us with new
markets and opportunities but it’s
also provided us with attendant
problems. Our business climate is
saturated with uncertainty. Prob
lems of considerable magnitude are
almost certain to persist.
Each and every one of us will be
affected by this. Conversely and
fortunately, each of us can affect
what will happen. We each need
to look at what we are doing and
how we can move into the fourth
evolutionary phase. Ry being cre
ative, flexible, and innovative we
can be better prepared to combat
the problems I have described.
This, then, is the challenge to
each of us: to meet reality head on
in the job we do; to profit by our
past experience; to be better pre
pared for the future. Then each of
us can play a more significant part
in “putting it all together.”

Purchasing agents must know not only more about their sup
pliers but also about their suppliers suppliers. Materials short
ages make it necessary to help vendors in obtaining supplies.
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Tenth Annual AICPA Computer Conference draws
record attendance in Chicago. Simplicity may be an
swer to computer problems, keynote speaker advises.

TENTH ANNUAL AICPA
COMPUTER CONFERENCE
by Louise H. Dratler

Managing Editor

Tenth Annual AICPA Con
manufacturers, if the business com
munity does not force it to behave.
ference on Computers and In
formation Systems—a bit of a mileSimplicity may be the key to the
business user’s getting the most out
stone—was attended by a record
of today’s advanced EDP technol
crowd drawn from all segments of
the accounting profession. Over 300
ogy, Dr. Herbert R. J. Grosch, edi
CPAs attended the conference in
torial director of Computerworld,
Chicago May 6-8. It was filled with
told the AICPA conference in his
keynote address.
many new insights, some old in
sights, and quite a bit of interest
“Ladies and gentlemen, I sub
ing shoptalk. Electronic funds
mit to you that there is something
transfer systems, computer abuse,
wrong somewhere when you have a
the possibility of EDP equipment
machine 100,000,000 times as fast as
that works in picoseconds (tril
key-driven equipment and it still
lionths of a second) were discussed
takes all morning to run a payroll,”
as well as more commonly con
he told the audience. “When we
fronted issues such as dealing with
ran key-driven equipment in ac
service centers, minicomputers, and
counting departments and wrote
partners who don’t believe in com
out paychecks on a multiple-part
puters.
form with carbon paper, and tore
It still seems the computer is a
them loose, and posted some of
Frankenstein monster that is ready
them in a multi-ring binder for per
to run amuck, with the help of its
manent records, and folded the
he

T
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others up, and stuffed them in pay
envelopes, and so forth, it cost be
tween ten cents and a dollar per
unit of pay. It now costs between
one and ten cents with these super
machines that I’ve been talking
about. We only gained a factor of
maybe tenfold in economics and we
ought to have gained 10,000 times.”
Dr. Grosch believes complexity
is promoted by clever computer
salesmen and overzealous EDP pro
fessionals.
“The software artists love to com
plicate it up; it makes them feel
powerful. The salesman loves to
slow it down by selling you, or
giving you, a lot of this gorgeous
free software which has the effect
of making it almost impossible for
you to get down and through all
that stuff to the fundamentally fast,
powerful hardware underneath.”
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Most supposed computer aids simply slow the work flow . . .

However, he told the CPAs they
are not a strong enough user group
to force a revolutionary change in
computer design, nor is any other
user group. But when given a de
sign alternative, opting for the less
complicated he believes to be the
CPA’s best choice.
“It is possible to be alert to the
fact that most of these supposed
aids that are offered to you by the
salesmen and by the computer pro
fessionals do not add anything eco
nomically or intellectually to the
quality of the work; they just make
it more complicated and slower. In
general, eschew the complication.
In general, try to do it the simple
and straightforward way. If you
have the alternative possibility,
minimize the unnecessary compli
cations. Do not buy the fancy
COBOL compiler which has all the
extra capabilities: Insist on a
stripped-down standard one in
stead. Do not go to computer hard
ware and software that features the
world’s most complicated and for
giving operating system. But go to
one that has the thinnest operating
system in which you can get most
easy access to the fundamental
power of the hardware. . . . Believe
me it will pay off economically. It
will also pay off in the length of
time it takes you to achieve a
result.”
Complications multiply

The more complex a system, the
harder it is for one person to go
through the debugging process.
With complex systems, when an ap
plications programer hits a snag he
has to go to a systems programer,
who, in turn, may have to go to a
maintenance engineer to see if
something is wrong with the hard
ware, and then all three may mull
the problem over, Dr. Grosch
noted.
Surveying the future EDP en
vironment, he said that although
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there will be little progress in sys
tems analysis and programing,
there will be radically different
computer architecture in the next
few years.
IBM cast as villain

“In fact, it’s my belief that IBM
will intentionally Tick over the
milk bucket’ in 1976 with Future
Series, in order to make it more
difficult for the competitors to stay
in business and in order to make
it more difficult for the customers
to tell IBM how to use the equip
ment. Instead, customers will have
to submit their necks to the guillo
tine so that IBM can tell the cus
tomer how to use the equipment,
which will be, in a word, ‘waste
fully.”’

Change in market predicted
In addition, there is going to be
a change in the mode of computer
operation, Dr. Grosch predicted.
Whereas annual financial growth in
the EDP industry has been 15 per
cent worldwide over the last few
years, the big growth has been in
sales of the medium-size comput
ers. For the next ten years, at least,
EDP market growth will be greater
at the two ends of the spectrum—
the minicomputers and the large
centralized data bases. The CPA
will, consequently, be more often
faced with dealing with his client’s
computers at either extreme.
“Many of your clients are going
to want, for economic or security
reasons, to operate at the lower end
of the spectrum, the minicomputer
kind of thing. That means that even
the small client can have his own
private
we-use-it-one-shift-a-dayand-lock-it-up-at-five-o’clock sort of
computer installation. This will be
based on the new long-word-length
minis, much cheaper peripheral
equipment, much more easily avail
able applications software and

technology than we have had in
the past.”
He continued, “At the other end
of the spectrum, those of you who
are connected with organizations
that are doing large-scale work—
the insurance companies, the big
banks, the large retailing organiza
tions, large manufacturing firms
that have extensive accounting re
sponsibilities—I think for those
people you should look for the
other end, the large centralized
data processing organizations, to
grow.
“That does not necessarily mean
that all the computers will be in
the shop where you are working.
They may be at the central part of
the organization, at another part of
the continent, or another part of
the world. You may be connected
with them with satellite data links,
you may be connected with them
with microwave links within a con
tinent, you may be connected with
them even on a dial-up basis, be
cause more and more we are seeing
the data communications people
offering alternate routes of data
communication. . . . The availabil
ity of reliable and economic data
communications means that that
kind of centralization is increas
ingly attractive to the large organ
ization. One of the things it does
is centralize the human capabilities
of the outfit. Good systems analysts,
good problem people, good tech
nical training are scarce—especially
scarce in your subset of the audit
ing profession. If you have small
groups of people, they tend not to
grow as rapidly because of the lack
of professional possibilities for
them within a group of one, two,
four, five people. However, if you
are centralizing an activity for a
large organization so that the pro
fessional group at that center is of
a more viable size, then you can
begin to attend technical meetings,
to read the technical literature, to
split people off for specialized
Management Adviser

training, to explore alternate kinds
of hardware and software, to do
the good things that make it pos
sible to keep up in a rapidly chang
ing field. . . . On the other hand,
the central activity does require
more management; it does expose
you to greater losses if you do the
wrong thing, just as it offers the
possibility of larger savings if you
do the right ones.”
All auditors EDP experts?

Another conference speaker went
further in his predictions about the
future of EDP auditors: He said
that is the only kind there will be.
“I suspect that the concept of
‘EDP auditing’ will become more
generalized than it is today. If fact,
probably even the term ‘EDP audit
ing’ will disappear simply because
that’s the only way you’ll be able
to audit and the only things there
will be to audit will be within com
puter environments. So all auditors
will essentially be EDP auditors,
but, along with this advancing
technology and the narrowing of
responsibilities and expertise, there
will be more specialists identified
within the auditing field. We’ll
have systems program specialists in
auditing, application program spe
cialists, even electronic engineers
specializing in the auditing end of

activities,” said Donn Parker, senior
information processing specialist,
Stanford Research Institute.
Mr. Parker has concentrated on
investigating computer abuse, an
area which Equity Funding has
shown to be in the accountant’s
domain.
“Technology is steaming ahead
at a very rapid rate. The problem
is that other supporting functions
that go along with the use of that
technology have lagged behind. We
find the adapting of business func
tions to the technology available
provides us with some serious prob
lems. . . . There is a definite lag
of the auditing methodology needed
to keep up with advancing tech
nology. . . . Crime, on the other
hand, keeps right up with it,” he
stated.
Mr. Parker has reported on 230
cases of computer abuse. The Stan
ford Research Institute published
a report last year describing 140 of
these. He defines “abuse” as “any
act in which the victim suffered a
loss or could have and the perpe
trator gained or could have.”
Up until this past April, Mr.
Parker had never been able to ver
ify a case of a magnet being used
to destroy magnetically recorded
material. Various magnet stories
that have been widely quoted are
“myth, they just never happened,”

as far as he can tell. The case he
was able to verify happened in
1962 in Girl Scout headquarters in
New York where a disgruntled em
ployee ran a magnet through the
window in the side of the flange of
the tape reel.
“I could regale you for hours on
end with these bizarre tales of
things that happened and in almost
every case something new and un
usual that has never happened be
fore occurs. And also, in most cases
they were discovered purely by ac
cident—by the perpetrator having
goofed, or some circumstance—and
practically none of them were dis
covered by any purposive action or
generally anything that has come
out of auditing, any kind of exter
nal or internal auditors’ activities,”
Mr. Parker stated.
Among his verified cases are
three in which computers were shot
with guns and one which used a
computer to send out phoney in
voices. This scheme capitalized on
the fact that some people pay bills
automatically, without questioning
their validity. When an individual
did question the fake invoice,
the company would send back a
letter saying, “Sorry. Our computer
made an error.”
In trying to characterize the typ
ical computer criminal, Mr. Parker
said the perpetrator is usually in

Stripped-down basic computers are a better buy than
ones equipped with fancy compilers and useless software.
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the 18- to 30-year age group, very
bright, highly motivated, ambitious,
egotistical, or trying to solve some
financial difficulty. He found these
criminals seem to suffer from a
variation of the Robin Hood syn
drome (“steal from the rich and
keep it”) in which they differen
tiate between doing harm to indi
vidual people and doing it to cor
porations.
“They also demonstrate to a great
extent the ‘differential associations
theory’ which says that often
white-collar criminals, and that’s
generally what these people are,
tend to deviate in only small ways
from the accepted practices of their
associates,” Mr. Parker explained.
For instance, in the case of an
employee of a time-sharing service
who managed to gain access to an
other service’s network and have it
print out a competitively valuable
program, his actions were not too
different from his peers’. Mr. Park
er found “in interviewing other
people, people who work for com
mercial time-sharing companies, for
example, that it’s not uncommon
for these programers to often legit
imately buy time on their compet
itor’s system, get on a terminal,
and then do everything they can
to test, penetrate, and even crash
their competitor’s system. To load
it up, to look for customer informa
tion, copies of programs, and so
forth. And they defy me to say
they’re doing anything unethical.
They say that’s just ‘reverse engi
neering’; it’s Ford buying a Chev
rolet to see how it’s made.”
He disagrees—especially if they
are actively trying to do harm. The
same enjoyment of challenge that
motivated people to take up com
puter programing, the same game
playing, prompts them in these in
stances to see how far they can go,
he maintains.
“Another thing that bothers me is
seen in universities, where we find
that universities often reward their
students for compromising or pene
trating the campus computing sys
tem. And I suggest that that is
wrong. Somehow or other we have
to create the image of the computer
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and our professional responsibility
towards it as almost a sacrosanct
tool that must be treated with great
care and respect and that it is not
something you run around compro
mising,” Mr. Parker stated. “I think
the end, in this case, does not jus
tify the means. And that as profes
sionals in the computer field we
just shouldn’t be doing things like
that.”

Severity of incidents increasing
The number of incidents of white
collar crime is going to go down
as computers are more widely used,
the speaker said. However, accord
ing to 1971 statistics, the average
bank embezzlement loss via manual
systems was $104,000 per incident.
The average computer embezzle
ment loss, not including Equity
Funding, was $1,000,000 per inci
dent. Potential computer abusers
need skills, knowledge, and access
that manual embezzlers did not re
quire. Consequently, more collusion
is found in these computer crimes
because often no one person has
enough of these skills, knowledge,
and access. So despite the decrease
in the number of white-collar
crimes the losses from these crimes
will increase, he forecasts.
“We’re barely scratching the sur
face in using the computer as an
aid in watching for anomalous
computer situations,” Mr. Parker
stated. He cited the case of a bank
employee who transferred to his
wife’s account $100 from each of
41 different individuals’ accounts.
He knew that although this would
be printed out in the daily excep
tion report it would be ignored be
cause of the sheer size of the re
port. Mr. Parker suggested that an
exception of the exception report
should have been printed to bring
it down to size to gain manage
ment’s attention and for action to
be taken on it.
The AICPA is aware of Mr. Par
ker’s research and similar investiga
tions, and is responding via its com
mittee structure.
Richard J. Guiltinan, CPA, Ar
thur Andersen & Co., chairman of

the computer audit subcommittee
of the AICPA’s computer services
executive committee, said, “This has
been a year of interesting develop
ments and of developing interests
in the EDP-audit area. I guess it is
a matter of timing—there’s been a
lot of bad publicity of late because
of Equity Funding and other situ
ations; Stanford Research Institute
has published a report which cites
page after page of known computer
frauds; and managements, client
management and our own manage
ment, have finally committed them
selves to involvement in this area.”
He reported that a statement on
auditing standards dealing with the
impact of computer-based systems
on accounting controls has been
prepared and is awaiting balloting
of the auditing standards executive
committee prior to exposure.
“It is a generalized statement and
refers the readers to other sources
for specifics and ‘how to’ proce
dures. Further, and I believe of
prime importance, it establishes
that the auditor must have suffi
cient understanding of the system
to enable him to identify and eval
uate its essential accounting con
trol features. It recognizes a re
quirement that the necessary audit
procedures be performed by per
sons having specialized expertise in
EDP matters in complex EDP sys
tem situations,” he stated.

Computer audit guides projected
Mr. Guiltinan observed that this
document will establish that the
auditor cannot audit around the
computer but “must involve him
self at least to the point of under
standing the system and the con
trols in the system.” Consequently,
the computer audit subcommittee
plans to undertake the develop
ment of a series of audit guides
dealing with control reviews, com
puter audit techniques, etc. By the
end of the year, the subcommittee
hopes to have a completed draft of
a detailed audit guide covering
recommended detailed procedures
for reviewing accounting controls
in the EDP environment.
Management Adviser

Audits of Service-Center-Pro
duced Records, a guide recently
released by the AICPA, was dis
cussed at one of the conference’s
parallel sessions. The publication
includes a section on accepted
practices for conducting a thirdparty review and how the informa
tion produced by that review
should be used. Dana R. Richard
son, CPA, Arthur Young & Com
pany, reported on one such review
his firm conducted for a users’
group of the NCR on-line savings
and loan system in southern Cali
fornia. Forty-five savings and loan
associations, employing 30 auditing
firms, decided to pool their funds
and engage Arthur Young & Com
pany to audit the NCR data center.
The results of this audit, a 130page document, were passed on to
the members of the users’ group,
who, in turn, handed them over to
their auditors to aid their overall
evaluations of the total systems em
ployed by the savings and loan as
sociations. The report included a
transmittal letter, comments to the
user auditor, comments on potential
system improvements, scope and
results of field work, and system
description. The firm performed
the following procedures: reviewed
the service center organization for
segregation of duties and manage
ment supervision; reviewed prac
tices and procedures in the area of
documentation, program changes,
file protection, and user record se
curity; reviewed selected program
documentation; reviewed proce
dures related to the input, editing,
processing, and output phases of
the application being reviewed; ob
served, on a test basis, actual oper
ations including transactions input
through remote terminals at three
savings
and
loan
association
branches using the system; and
conducted tests of processing under
normal operating conditions.
One portion of the Arthur Young
report was entitled, “Comments
on System Controls Requiring
User-Auditor Considerations.” This
flagged areas where cooperative
efforts on the user’s and service
center’s parts were necessary for
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Universities too often "reward" their students for
penetrating or compromising the computer center.

control to be effective. For in
stance, Mr. Richardson cited a fail
safe feature of the NCR system
which does not allow a teller to
enter an unauthorized transaction
into his terminal. A deposit to an
account which is dormant or a
withdrawal from an account which
is not cleared will produce a hold
code that needs a supervisory over
ride to have the transaction en
tered. The override is performed by
physically putting a supervisor’s
key into the terminal. At lunchtime,
the supervisors would leave their
keys in the machines while they
were gone, the CPA team observed.
Obviously, that control went off to
lunch too.
Third-party reviews provide in
formation for the user-auditor, but
the responsibility for the evalua
tion of overall controls still lies with
him, Mr. Richardson reiterated.
“I think we will find in the near
future that almost a new area of
business development can arise as
a result of the third-party review.
They’re going to have to be done.
The guide [Audits of Service-Cen
ter-Produced Records] says we
can’t just turn our heads the other
way any longer. And as such, it
behooves us to look towards the
interests and economies of our
clients and of their service centers

and to perform this kind of review
in the best possible manner, with
the best possible people,” Mr. Rich
ardson stated.
Looking into the more distant
future, Everett C. Johnson, CPA,
Haskins & Sells, spoke about some
of the “blue sky thinking” that the
auditing advanced EDP systems
task force has done. This task force
is currently involved in research re
garding the effect of advanced EDP
systems on the auditor and has pro
duced a preliminary paper, “Audit
ing Advanced EDP Systems and
the Auditor’s Concerns.” The fu
ture corporation envisioned, “Ulti
mate Corporation,” could exist “in
the year 2000 or maybe tomorrow,”
he said. It is a chemical corporation
dealing only in liquid chemicals
which it processes in vats. The
company has an automatic reorder
system, so that when the level of
the chemical in a vat gets below a
certain point there is a sensor that
detects this and communicates the
information to Ultimate’s computer.
The computer then communicates
the information to a vendor’s com
puter which processes the order
and starts pumping chemicals
through a pipeline to Ultimate Cor
poration. Ultimate Corporation has
a sensor on the pipeline which
meters the receipt of this chemical
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and as soon as it receives the
amount that it ordered it sends an
electronic signal to the bank and
the bank transfers the money from
Ultimate’s bank account to the
vendor’s.
“No payables, no receivables, no
receiving report. Easy audit—you
don’t have to look at all that stuff,
right? All you get is financial state
ments. The president says, ‘That’s
no problem. I’ll push a button and
get it for you right away. Give them
to you daily if you want,’ ” Mr.
Johnson said.
To compound the problem, Ulti
mate’s customers have the same
system that Ultimate does, he
added. Ultimate illustrates some of
the auditing problems that may ex
ist in the future, namely: the lack
of source documents, the lack of an
audit trail, the lack of evidence for
authorizations, and the need for
new hardware and software for
audit purposes (e.g., an auditor’s
sensor on the pipeline), he ex
plained.
“Will there ever be an Ultimate
Corporation? Maybe so. Probably
not the way I have described it.
But maybe some of you are seeing
some signs of Ultimate Corporation
in your own clients right now,” Mr.
Johnson suggested.

One system part exists now
Dale Reistad, president of Pay
ment Systems, Inc., proved that one
part of Ultimate Corporation’s op
erations are not that far off; in fact,
electronic funds transfer systems
already exist in every section of the
United States and he is predicting
their future expansion.
“EFTS is the combination of the
plastic card going through an evo
lution of its own from a credit ori
entation to a debit orientation. If
you will, it is an extension of the
paper check, or an extension of the
passbook. A representation that you
have money of some kind in a fi
nancial institution and you want to
conveniently have access to it. . . .
“The second part of that is this
piece of plastic going into some
form of electronic point-of-sale ter
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minal in your local merchant’s es
tablishment. . . .
“The third part of this is that the
terminal is connected through some
sort of switching and processing
center to other terminals in other
financial institutions.”
Mr. Reistad said that the herd
effect is seen in utilizing EFTS;
once one competitor initiates it, the
others follow. Although places all
over the country are experimenting
with various forms of transfer sys
tems, Wilmington, Del., may be the
first city to go to EFTS. Two banks
there are testing cards that are used
at point-of-sale terminals in retail
establishments and automatically
transfer funds.
The major changes brought about
by electronic funds transfer sys
tems, as seen by the speaker, in
clude working towards: a “zero
float,” where retailers collect fees
instead of giving discounts; plastic
substitutes for cash and checks with
third-party transfer power; emer
gence of the retailer as an impor
tant part of the funds transfer sys
tem; NOW (Negotiated Order for
Withdrawal) accounts which never
have money sitting idly, but earn
interest on funds in the bank and
exact no service charge for NOW
drafts (equivalent to checks); na
tional banking in a real sense—a
card issued by a bank at one end
of the country will be able to draw
money out of a cash-dispensing
machine at the other; massive
new doses of consumerism (Ralph
Nader “is already making speeches
on the subject. And I think he is
getting very close to understanding
them.”); and gradual development
of a national authorization system,
which eliminates paper transfer,
communicating financial authoriza
tion as well as information.
The speaker suggested that ac
countants become involved in
EFTS committees, learn its ac
counting and legal implications, get
their clients interested in the sub
ject, and investigate the security
problems involved (wiretapping
the system could clean out hun
dreds of cash drawers at one time).
Through professional organizations,

such as the AICPA, the accountant
should “confront the myriad of
problems of standardization” that
are involved in EFTS, Mr. Reistad
urged.

Six design objectives cited
One of the problems of standard
ization the AICPA is confronting
through its committees is the devel
opment of guidelines for designers
of applications systems. Speaking
at a parallel session on manage
ment advisory services, a new fea
ture of the annual computer con
ference, George H. Rittersbach,
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., ex
plained the six objectives of the
document being prepared. These
are:
1—To prepare an AICPA-distrib
uted formalized document that will
serve as a basis for knowledge
about the accounting profession’s
understanding of what the EDP
design cycle entails.
2—To provide a means by which
the completeness of EDP design,
development, and implementation
can be measured. He explained
that quality or appropriateness are
harder to judge than completeness.
3—To serve as a basic foundation
of skills necessary for EDP profes
sionals around which courses can
be developed for entry-level MAS
practitioners.
4—To develop a document for
clients indicating the profession’s
defined requirements for applica
tions systems design.
5—To provide a structure of work
paper organization for EDP sys
tems design that will relate to the
MAS engagement cycle and MAS
staff.
6—To include a glossary of con
sistent terminology, relating EDP
technology to examples and spe
cific definitions.
Mr. Rittersbach said that the task
force had completed six months of
work, as of the May conference,
and he believes their activity
should be completed in another 18
months. Because of the rapid
changes in EDP technology, annual
review of the document will be
Management Adviser

Among the more unusual cases of computer
abuse: three that were shot with guns.

necessary, he observed, and he
carefully pointed out that the doc
ument being developed was a set
of “guidelines” and not “standards”
for the MAS practitioner.

Doing a feasibility study

The second speaker at the MAS
session discussed how to handle
EDP feasibility studies. In brief,
Robert B. Nadel, CPA, Hertz, Her
son & Company, said the first step
is to have a general conversation
with client management to ascer
tain what they want and to assess
if their words match their needs.
This includes visiting the company,
gathering general documentation,
and talking to personnel on all
levels.
Then a written proposal should
be drawn up explaining exactly
what the MAS practitioner plans to
do. The consultant should also out
line the study techniques he ex
pects to follow. Some idea of the
costs should be stated, giving a
high-low range and telling the cli
ent that final costs can be depen
dent upon the amount of coopera
tion the company provides.
If the proposal is accepted, a de
tailed study of the client’s opera
tions then starts. The consultant
should go through the client’s ex
isting systems and document the
work through flowcharts, or narra
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tive, or a combination of tech
niques. Speaking to lower-level em
ployees helps to get more detail.
Mr. Nadel also advised against us
ing a tape recorder during inter
views because it tends to stop the
flow of information.
Samples of filled-out forms with
live data should be gathered to
provide a picture of current oper
ations. Time and cost statistics
should be developed. An idea of
volume can be obtained via such
data as the number of invoices,
lines per invoice, and the number
of items in inventory. Internal con
trol and management capabilities
should be evaluated while the other
measurements are being made.
After all data has been gathered
and analyzed, a preliminary report
is made to management telling
what the consultant’s findings are
and indicating whether or not a
computer is justified. It includes an
estimate of the approximate cost
of a computer installation, the cost
of the existing operation, and the
cost savings or trade-offs to be
made by the conversion.
Once the preliminary report is
made and accepted, specifications
for the new system can be written.
These will serve as the basis for
bidding by equipment vendors.
Sample reports may be developed
to show the vendors what informa
tion is desired and in approxi

mately what format, Mr. Nadel
suggested. These sample reports
should be cycled back to manage
ment to make sure that they reflect
management’s needs. The bidding
package finally turned over to the
vendors should include samples of
desired reports; something about
the non-reporting applications such
as order-invoice processing; volume
statistics; flowcharts that have been
made during the study; file sizes;
and, possibly, the type of computer
the consultant has in mind. The
vendor should be told generally
what the client wants the system
to do.
The consultant should ascertain
from the vendor who will do the
programing and what its costs will
be; the costs including machine
rental, analysis of personnel costs,
shift plans, and how rigid is the
meter billing; space and air-condi
tioning requirements; investment
credit; languages and software
packages available for the hard
ware; service and support avail
ability; educational and test facil
ities offered. By talking to the ven
dor’s other customers in the area,
the consultant can evaluate its local
reputation. Finally, some sort of
written report should be given to
client management, Mr. Nadel told
the session.
While the MAS session was in
progress, parallel sessions on audit29

has to be fed things to do. . . .
Hardware is too big for the job,
generally speaking,” Mr. Van Ben
ten observed. Perhaps the mini
computer will improve the situa
tion, he stated.
If the accountant decides he
wants his practice to grow, and Mr.
Van Benten feels a decision not to
grow is a viable alternative, then
“the computer business is one price
of growth,” he concluded.

Trials with service centers

A time-sharing estate planning system allows the accountant
to seem like a wizard when he comes back to clients with a
printout showing the effects of their planning decisions.

ing, taxation, and practice admin
istration were going on. Auditing
drew the largest, in fact a standing
room only, crowd. As part of that
session, over 125 practitioners heard
a description of the National Auto
mated Accounting Research System
(NAARS), a computer-assisted ac
counting information retrieval sys
tem developed by the AICPA in
conjunction with Mead Data Cen
tral, Inc. Its data bank contains
over 5,000 corporate annual reports,
Accounting Research Bulletins, Ac
counting Principles Board Opinions,
Statements on Auditing Standards,
and pronouncements of the Finan
cial Accounting Standards Board.
Later, in his concluding remarks,
Arnold Schneidman, CPA, Seymour
Schneidman & Associates, chairman
of the AICPA computer services
executive committee, said that it is
one of his goals to see NAARS and
LEXIS (Law and Tax Information
Retrieval System which includes
New York and Ohio laws and a
Federal tax library) available to
every small practitioner cheaply.
He said by next year’s conference
he hopes to report on his success.
Perhaps the most talked about
speaker at the parallel sessions was
John Van Benten, CPA, managing
partner, George S. Olive & Co. He
spoke at the practice administra
tion session as a man less than
enamored by the computer but
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who has been forced to admit, “The
computer is really good for some
thing after all!”
His firm prepares a majority of
its tax returns on an in-house com
puter and has been pleased with
its meaningful savings of profes
sional time from clerical work; also
the returns are good looking, Mr.
Van Benten added. A time-sharing
estate planning system allows the
accountant to seem like a wizard
when he comes back to clients with
a printout showing the projected
effects of their planning decisions,
he admitted.
In the MAS area, Mr. Van Ben
ten conceded that his firm found
it could do more thorough and pre
cise financial planning via time
sharing, and that half of its MAS
practice is in information systems
analysis. The advent of the on-line
minicomputer makes it possible for
even smaller clients to use real
time systems, he stated. However,
he believes that not enough time is
given by MAS practitioners to de
veloping original cost estimates.
With the result that client manage
ment is left with a “sour taste in
their mouths.”
“I really think many of the ap
plications being done on machinery
today should never have been done
on machinery in the first place. The
only reason they are is because the
blasted machine is so big that it

One afternoon of the AICPA
conference was given to viewing
the National Computer Conference
exhibits. How large and competi
tive the industry is was quite evi
dent. Other features of the AICPA
conference were the informal ses
sions and roundtable discussions.
One table had a group of accoun
tants who believe a computer in
every office is not necessarily the
way to go. The leader of the table
was Bernard Revsine, CPA, corpo
rate controller, Royal Continental
Box Co. The table’s topic was
“dealing with service centers” and
probably the same complaint has
been uttered by similar groups at
the previous nine computer confer
ences: “The service center people
don’t understand accounting.”
Most of the participants were
CPAs from the Midwest. One found
that the service bureau in his area
says “do it our way or go find some
one else” and there is not much of
a choice in his locality. For in
stance, his service center features
an outdated method of deprecia
tion. Most of the table members
were using service centers for cli
ents’ write-up work. Generally the
contracts hedge about the center’s
responsibility to meet prearranged
turnaround times. The moderator
suggested that the key is “to be
aggressive” when confronted with
a service center’s lack of attention
to your job. One CPA said that a
client of his changed centers three
times in one year because he was
not getting the attention he de
manded.
Three of the practitioners’ firms
Management Adviser

had formed their own service bu
reaus to process their clients’ work
in the absence of existing service
centers satisfying the CPA’s re
quirements. Even a firm in a large
eastern city found such a move
necessary.
As for selecting a service center,
it should be like any other business
decision, the CPAs said. One
should not be intimidated by jar
gon and should arm himself with
a precise knowledge of his EDP
needs. The quality of service cen
ters differs from region to region
and the best way to determine how
good a local center really is is to
speak to its customers. Also, refer
ring to the center’s financial state
ments helps to assure the user that
the center isn’t likely to go out of
existence shortly.
Computer inspires poem

One CPA who has also suffered
abuse at the computer’s hand
fought back with a poem. Now he
is Chairman of the Board of the
AICPA—Sam Derieux. He was in
troduced to the conference via a
stanza from his poem, originally
published in the February, 1972,
issue of The Journal of Account
ancy:
“The days of slavery did not end
with Lincoln’s proclamation.
Vicious forces are now at work
to enslave this modern nation.
The masters are not ruthless men
with thoughts and deeds de
monic.
Our captors are machines con
trolled by circuits electronic.”

Upon being introduced, Chairman
Derieux said, “Some of my best
friends are computers.”
He continued, “It is becoming
increasingly apparent that many
firms, particularly the local ones,
at some time in the future are not
going to be able to conduct audits
with their presently constituted
auditing staff. That there is exper
tise in computers and their use, and
perhaps their misuse, that will have
to be available to us if we are to
July-August, 1974

do the job the way we should do it,
so that reliability is based on fac
tual information. . .
“I see the need in the future for
a greater awareness of public in
terest and for this to show itself in
our recommendations,” the AICPA
chairman said. “There are three
reasons for our acting responsibly:
1—We can simply do it because we
are members of a responsible pro
fession and we believe it is the
right thing to do; 2—We can act
responsibly and give responsible
advice because we recognize this is
the best policy from a practical
standpoint; 3—We can do it be
cause we recognize that our very
survival depends upon it. If the
public cannot rely on the financial
information that is distributed to it,
then there is no necessity for the
accounting profession; indeed, there
is no necessity for the financial
statements for they will prove to be
worthless. Whatever our motives, I
believe we can work together for
greater reliability in the informa
tion that is disseminated; that we
can adapt ourselves to ever-chang
ing requirements of a responsive
and a responsible profession,” he
concluded.

As for selecting a service
center, it should be like any

other business decision . . .

One should not be intimi
dated by jargon and should
arm himself with a precise
knowledge of his EDP needs.

The quality of service cen
ters differs from region to

region and the best way to
In conclusion

Delivering the conference’s clos
ing remarks, Arnold Schneidman
stated, “Things are changing.
They’re changing here. We couldn’t
sell an audit session before; every
one wanted time sharing. This year
we couldn’t sell time sharing; ev
eryone wanted audit. Things are
happening out there and they’re
going to continue to and it’s you
300 here who are going to have to
bring it to the profession. I asked
you last year to bring five members
with you and some of the firms did;
I ask that next year you bring five
more and maybe we’ll get the word
out that there is an AICPA com
puter division and that we are con
cerned about EDP as it affects the
CPA.”
Next year’s conference is to be
held May 5-7 in the Los Angeles
Marriott Motor Hotel.

determine how good a local

center is is to speak to its

customers . . .
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If your computer is overloaded it’s not necessarily
an automatic signal to rush out and buy new, larger
equipment. It may be possible with modern machines
to increase capacity by adjusting configuration or im
proving peripheral units—

A SYSTEMS APPROACH TO PLANNING AND

ADJUSTING COMPUTER CAPACITY
by Peter B. B. Turney

Northwestern University
strates that planning for computer
importance of defining
computer capacity cannot be
capacity may be substantially im
disputed. The installation of a newproved when other important ca
pacity variables in the system are
computer system generally requires
considered. Where computer sys
a large investment of corporate re
tems have been installed and are
sources. An error in the definition
found to be straining capacity, it is
of the capacity the system can han
possible to upgrade the system in
dle will be serious. The acquisition
less costly and less time-consum
of a system that is too small to ful
ing ways than by moving to a
fill all the demands on it may ne
larger computer. Computer capac
cessitate a substantial upheaval and
ity should be considered to be
further investment. A system that
much more responsive to short-run
is too large will provide a commit
management control than is gen
ment to a cost level substantially
erally thought.
higher than would otherwise be
In other words, if your computer
necessary.
is overloaded, that isn’t necessarily
Planning for computer capacity
a signal to rush out and buy new
has traditionally emphasized the
equipment. There are many other
role of the computer hardware in
approaches that can be used first.
determining the output of the en
The traditional view of capacity
tire system. This article demon
he

T
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limits the analysis to hardware con
siderations alone. More precisely,
it is frequently defined in terms of
one particular computer model. It
is becoming impossible, however,
to define the capacity of a modern
computer because of its modular
design.
Buying a computer system is a
little like buying a car. Certain
items are standard equipment, other
items, such as a “floating point
package,” are optional extras. If a
second processor is found neces
sary, or if core storage needs to be
expanded, this may still be done
at a later date.
Many companies include ex
pandability and open endedness as
selection criteria. Expandability re
fers to the ability to increase storManagement Adviser

The volume of work that can be handled will depend on the number of operators . . .

age and processing speed without
a major disruption such as rewrit
ing many programs. An openended system is one where addi
tional equipment may be added
without major disruption.

“It may also become desirable
to make additions to, or improve
ments in, the peripheral equip
ment. More communication lines
may be added, or the file capacity
may be enlarged. It may be neces
sary to improve the speed of access
to part of the files, perhaps by
adding drums.”1
In addition, most computer manu
facturers sell or rent compatible
families of computers. The move
to a new computer does not imply
a constant increment to cost or
capacity. A smaller computer may
be added to enlarge the current
system or a new, larger one ex
changed for the older, smaller one.
The significance of all this is the
ability to adjust capacity merely by
making an adjustment to the exist
ing system to remove bottlenecks.
A change in the configuration can
eliminate bottlenecks and expand
the capacity of the system as a
whole. Hardware monitors are
available to evaluate the system
and determine the location of these
bottlenecks.2 When the system is
designed, the capacity of each fa
cility is enough to accept the total
demand expected. The total de
mand may be higher simply be
cause the demand has increased or
because the mix and use of re
sources has changed. Modularity
provides flexibility to meet both
types of change to the extent al
lowed by the design of the com
puter.
1—Martin, James, Design of Real-Time
Computer Systems, Englewood Cliffs,
N.J., Prentice-Hall, 1967, p. 256.
2—Warner, C. D., “Monitoring: A Key
to Cost Efficiency,” Datamation, January,
1971, pp. 40-49.
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The performance of the hard
ware is heavily dependent on the
quality of the programs used in the
operation of the system. The kind
of programing languages, the effi
ciency of the library routines, util
ity programs, application programs,
and the operating system all deter
mine the revealed performance of
the hardware. Changes in these
software items will clearly be a
source for improving hardware per
formance. Coyle gives an interest
ing example of the possible im
provements available to users of
one kind of software, the Indexed
Sequential Access Method (ISAM)
for file processing. He improved
the processing of new records, for
example, by applying the input
transactions in descending order
and creating the data set with
“dummy” records.

“We enjoyed a 400% improve
ment without buying new software
and I only hope that the time we
have spent and the techniques we
have used can be of help to others
fighting the ISAM problem.”3
Extra operator can be added

Computer equipment is highly
automated but it is not independ
ent of human interference; operat
ors must be assigned to run the
equipment and help smooth the
flow of work. The volume of work
that can be handled will depend
to some extent on the number of
operators working with the com
puter. There may be a reduction
in system delays and rerun times,
for example, if an extra operator is
added.4 There is, of course, a limit
to the number of operators who can
run one piece of equipment. After
a certain point there are dimin3—Coyle, F. T., “The Hidden Speed of
ISAM,” Datamation, July 15, 1971, p. 48.
4—Ruth, S. R., “The Love and Care of
Antique Systems,” Datamation, July 15,
1971, p. 43.

ishing returns as new operators are
added. Emery argues that changes
(such as adding extra operators)
have little effect on either total cost
or capacity.5 A recent study on
management information systems
(MIS) cost behavior showed that
in the operations area alone, per
sonnel expenditures are little less
than total hardware expenditures.6
The Diebold Research Group noted
that 31 per cent of operations per
sonnel expenditures are accounted
for by operators.7 It must be con
cluded that capacity may be af
fected by changes in manning and
these changes are likely to affect
total cost in a significant manner
The pattern of computer operator
expenditures in the long run is
graphed in Exhibit 1, page 34.
The actual pattern of expenditures
will be somewhat smoother since
overtime may be utilized to in
crease the volume of work that any
one operator can handle.

Systems improvement can help

Equipment capacity cannot be
defined in a vacuum (even with
a given number of operators). Ca
pacity or throughput capacity is a
function of the interaction of all
aspects of the system. To increase
capacity, for example, the quality
of the operators may be improved
through training so that they can
5—Emery, James C., “Cost/Benefit Anal
ysis of Information Systems,” SMIS
Workshop Report No. 1, 1971, p. 11.
6—A study was conducted in a large
manufacturer of consumer goods. The
results of the study may be found in:
Peter B. B. Tumey, “An Accounting
Study of Cost Behavior and Transfer
Pricing of Management Information Sys
tems,” unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Minnesota, 1972.
7—Diebold Research Program, “Manage
ment Costs and Control Studies: Guide
lines to the Composition of the ADP
Budget,” Management Implications, M21, Diebold Group, Inc., February, 1971,
p. 14.
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EXHIBIT I
Number
of

BEHAVIOR OF OPERATOR EXPENDITURES (LONG-RUN)

take better advantage of the sys
tem. The balance between input
and output may be adjusted, even
a certain amount of reprograming
may be done. Ruth suggests that
a 10 to 25 per cent improvement
factor in available computer time
is possible in many computer cen
ters utilizing such system modi
fications.

“By taking the worst of all these
cases which I’ve looked at in gov
ernment and industry there is per
haps 25 per cent more computer
time available simply by using bet
ter, faster, more efficient proce-
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Capacity must always be defined
in terms of equivalent service levels
for some given time period. Every
user entertains an expectation re
garding turnaround time. When a
computer is new and few jobs have
yet to be converted or programed
for it, turnaround time is likely to
be as good, if not better, than ex
pected. At a later stage when ca
pacity limits are being reached,
turnaround time will become
longer. Capacity is thus not a rigid
limit; it is as flexible as turnaround
times and service levels permit it
to be.

North

western University. Pre
viously he taught at the
University

dures in the computer room. Even
if it’s only 10%, it’s very easy to
find. And 10% of a million dollars
is still worth the trouble.”8

The capacity increase decision is
generally viewed as a long-run de
cision. From the beginning of a
feasibility study for a new system
8—Ruth, S. R., op. cit., p. 43.

to conversion is likely to take at
least 20 months.9 Once the system
has been designed, the equipment
configuration set, and the order
placed, it may still take six to 12
months before delivery of the
equipment can be made. This is
only true, however, if capacity is
being increased through the acqui
sition of an entirely new system.
If a very large increase in system
capacity is required, then it is likely
that a company will have to con
vert to a new and larger system. If
the required increment is more
moderate, then it may be affected
through manipulation of any one
of the variables mentioned above.
The configuration of the system
may be adjusted, core storage may
be increased, the operating system
may be made more efficient, or an
additional operator may be added.
None of these changes requires the
long-lead time necessary for the
installation of a new computer. To
9—Davis, Gordon B., Computer Data
Processing, New York, McGraw-Hill,
1969, p. 484.
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EXHIBIT 2
COMPUTER CAPACITY

change the capacity of a computer
system by ten or even 20 per cent
will generally be possible with rea
sonable alacrity and cost. To
change the system by 50 per cent
will require a much more funda
mental revision and upgrading.
The ability to provide improve
ments in the short and medium
terms should ease long-run plan
ning for computer capacity. It
should also provide a new capabil
ity for solving systems design er
rors, adjusting for incorrect fore
casts of system demands and un
foreseen overloads in the system’s
work schedule. Exhibit 2, above,
compares the traditional approach
to increasing and adjusting com
puter capacity with the more flex
ible systems approach that is pro
posed here. The emphasis on up
grading to larger-computer systems
under the traditional approach
limits management’s flexibility in
the short run and requires capacity
changes to be in large and costly
increments. Where management
considers other system variables
that also affect capacity, such as
July-August, 1974

variable operator manning and
modularity in computer design, it
is possible to reduce the lead time
necessary to make capacity adjust
ments. It further reduces the size
and cost of required increments to
capacity by smoothing the path of
capacity increase.
One of the problems that affects
the capacity adjustment decision is
the difficulty in forecasting the de
mand for computer services. If
computer capacity were totally in
elastic in the short and medium
run, an error in forecasting the de
mands would be critical. It is pos
sible, however, by consideration of
computer capacity variables, to ad
just and compensate for at least a
moderate error. Errors in forecast
ing demand that are more serious
suggest that the planning process
for computer capacity is inade
quate. Long-run demand for com
puter services in most companies
is managed demand. The demands
that are met are those for which
the system has been planned or is
capable of handling. Demand for
computer services cannot be trans

lated into actual output without
some delay; in many cases the lead
time in designing a new applica
tion is as severe as that for acquir
ing a new system. If long-run de
mand can be limited to the increase
in long-run capacity, the errors in
forecasting demand in the short
and medium runs may be smoothed
out through the numerous tech
niques outlined above.

Conclusion
Computer capacity cannot be de
fined in terms of hardware alone.
An expanded definition of capacity
to include all the factors that inter
act to create the output capability
of the system is a more correct—if
more ambiguous— definition of ca
pacity. Further, it implies changes
in policy and strategy for the com
puter management in relation to
capacity adjustment. In the short
and medium terms, it is possible to
adjust or upgrade the system to
handle significantly higher de
mands without requiring the acqui
sition of a new system.
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Local fund-raising agencies, even though their data
processing needs are much less extensive than those
of national groups, can still benefit from good data
processing services. Moreover they aid their own
volunteer organizations—

DATA PROCESSING USES IN A
SMALL FUND-RAISING AGENCY
by David C. Gustin

New England College
fund-raising
organization,
provided a careful outline of what
particularly one that appeals
is needed is provided to them. So
to a local group, or audience, andlet’s see how fund-raising organi
serves a local population of clients,
zations can properly organize their
has some individual characteristics
campaigns and process transactions
that distinguish it from the average
to gain the maximum benefits from
business organization or even from
the use of data processing.
the large national fund-raising as
sociations.
Master files
It operates with a skeleton pro
fessional staff; most of the work is
Comprehensive information re
done by volunteers.
lating to individual donors and
Its appeal is periodic in nature,
campaign status should be main
depending on campaigns tied to
tained on data processing records.
particular times of the year.
These records will serve as the
basis for the management and con
trol of pledges and pledge pay
Data processing benefits
ments as well as for reporting of
campaign status and progress.
As such, it is particularly suited
Typically, the records will con
to data processing methods. The
tain data about each donor or po
work done must be accurate, and it
tential donor as follows:
must be timely but it will not nec
essarily be at the same level
• Name, address, and occupa
throughout the year. Thus in most
tion
cases data processing agencies, if
•
Telephone number
they are good ones, can do the job,

A
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• History of past pledges by
campaigns
• History of payments and
status of accounts receivable.
New master file records should
be added to the file when potential
donors are first identified. There
are numerous sources for identify
ing new donors. One would be to
“buy” or otherwise obtain lists of
names from affiliated or compar
able fund-raising organizations. An
other would be to have direct com
munications with affiliated agencies
which would provide reciprocal re
ports of the arrival of potential
donors in the appropriate geo
graphic areas.
The important feature is to add
potential donor names to the data
processing file as soon as possible
so that when the campaign occurs,
these individuals will receive the
full benefit of the campaign effort.
Another important element of file
Management Adviser

maintenance is to remove records
of donors from the files in those
cases where there has been no ac
tivity—either making pledges or
payments—for a long period of
time. The benefit here is to reduce
the size of the files and, corre
spondingly, the amount of data
processing costs. This will reduce
disruption during the campaign.
The best way to accomplish file
reduction is to establish a policy
for categorizing the type of record
that should be removed from the
file. The policy might be to remove
the record of any potential donor
who has not made any pledges or
payment for, say, two years. The
data processing service should be
able to provide you with a list of
potential donors in the designated
category. The list would be
screened (probably by a commit
tee ) and the forms prepared to re
move the appropriate records from

the file. In most cases, this will be
followed by a “write-off” of unpaid
pledges.
Other file maintenance (change
of address, etc.), should be a
simple process whereby preprinted
forms are completed, approved,
and forwarded to data processing.
The executive director should
approve in writing all changes, in
cluding additions and deletions, to
the master file.

Campaign organization planning
Well prior to the start of a
campaign, the organizational struc
ture of the campaign effort should
be developed in detail.
First, the categories into which
the potential donors fall must be
established. Grouping might be by:
pledge amount, geographic loca
tion, occupation, or combinations
of these.

The best way to accomplish
file reduction is to establish a

policy for categorizing the

type of record that should
be removed from the file. If
every prospect who hasn’t
made either a pledge or a

payment in two years is the
category chosen, the data

processing service can easily
prepare such a list . . .

A vital activity is keeping the files clean, winnowing out pros
pects who haven't made pledges or payments for a long time.
July-August, 1974
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Next, responsibility for organiza
tional units should be assigned.
This might involve selecting a di
rector (or chairman) for the cam
paign and appointing captains for
the divisions and/or subdivisions.
Following this, each captain is as
signed a number of solicitors based
upon the number and complexity
of the donor group he will be re
sponsible for soliciting. The last
step is to assign potential donors to
individual solicitors based upon a
balanced workload for each so
licitor.

Establishing goals and dates
As part of the campaign plan
ning, goals (expressed both in dol
lars and number of donors), and
campaign dates should be estab
lished.
Goals expressed in terms of
amounts to be raised and percent
age of the number of potential do
nors making a contribution should
be assigned to the solicitors. Goals
would be established on the same
basis for captains and division
chairmen.
The campaign dates to be es
tablished are:

• Starting and ending dates of
the campaign
• Date when campaign solicita
tion material should be ready
for presentation to workers
• Dates when campaign status
reports should be issued.
Initiating the campaign

Responsibility for organizing units
should be assigned. This might in
volve selecting a chairman and ap
pointing captains for each of the
divisions and/or subdivisions. Follow
ing this each captain is assigned a
number of solicitors.
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All data regarding the campaign
organization (assignment of poten
tial donors to solicitors, etc.), bud
get figures, and all pertinent dates
are transmitted to the data proc
essing service to be incorporated
in the master files. The data proc
essing files and records will be es
tablished so as to conform to the
organization structure for the cam
paign and as designed by the ex
ecutive director of the fund raising
entity. It is important to structure
the files and records so that cam

paign materials and reports will be
provided in the proper format to
minimize manual sorting and rec
ord keeping in the organization
office.
After the files and records are
established and on the specified
date, the data processing service
will prepare and forward campaign
pledge cards and related control
records and reports to the chairman
for implementation. The usual ma
terial needed to initiate a campaign
is as follows:
• Set of pledge cards arranged
by division, solicitor, etc.
• Set of pledge cards arranged
alphabetically
• Listing of potential donors
providing historical data ar
ranged by division, solicitor,
etc., and including designation
of goals
• Alphabetical listing of poten
tial donors identifying the di
vision, solicitor, etc.
Processing pledges

Completed pledge cards should
be forwarded to the organization
office by the division chairmen (the
solicitor would forward them to the
captain for review and subsequent
forwarding to the chairman). Great
care should be taken to ensure con
trol over the forwarding and han
dling of pledge cards.
Pledge cards will be reviewed by
campaign clerks in order to ensure
that data is correct and complete.
Following the review, the follow
ing processing tasks should be per
formed:

• Batch the cards (usually 25
to 50 in a batch)
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• Obtain batch totals (dollars)
and enter on a batch control
record
• Forward cards to the data
processing service for record
ing on the records
• Record the pledge amounts on
the accounting records.
After the data processing service
has updated its records, it will re
turn the pledge cards together with
related edit runs. On return of the
material, the following processing
will be undertaken:

• Validate the edit run against
the batch control record
• File the cards alphabetically
in completed pledge file.
Campaign activity reporting

The data processing service will
provide the reports needed to ef
fectively manage and control the
campaign. The reports listed below
should be provided:
Unrealized pledge roster—This
identifies potential donors that have
not pledged as of the date of the
report. The roster should be pro
vided in a format which enables
each captain to know the status of
the collection effort of each of his
solicitors and so that division chair
men and the campaign chairman
know the current status of the
organizational units for which they
are responsible.
Realized pledge roster—This re
port identifies all pledges received
to date of run (the reports should
be cumulative). It should be or
ganized on the same basis as the
unrealized pledge roster (by solic
itor, captain, and division) and an
alphabetical roster should be pro
vided for the office. The reports ar
ranged organizationally should be
directed to the campaign chairman
for use by him as well as by the
division chairmen and captains for
campaign management. The alpha
betical roster should be used for
reference purposes in the head
quarters office.
Detailed campaign statistical re
ports— The content of these reports
July-August, 1974

would depend to a great extent
upon the needs of the particular
campaign organization. At a min
imum, the information listed below
should be provided:
• Comparisons of actual donor
amounts and numbers to goals
arranged by solicitor, captain,
and chairmen
• Number of pledges realized
and unrealized by division and
captain
• Data relating to size of dona
tion by divisions and captains.

Copies of the statistical reports
should be provided to the cam
paign director for management
purposes and to the headquarters
office for reference purposes.
We have previously described
the receipt and processing of
pledges at the data processing serv
ice center. When pledges are proc
essed, the billing system should be
activated so that pledge statements
are prepared and forwarded on a
monthly basis.

Payments and collections
Payments are received at the
office usually accompanied by the
appropriate statement.
When received, payments should
be processed as follows:
1—Validate payment and state
ment, write account number on
payment, and prepare dummy pay
ment card, if necessary.
2—Simultaneously, prepare de
posit slip and data processing input
form. Record total on control rec
ord.
3—Forward remittances to bank
and input form to data processing.
4—Validate input to edit listing
from data processing.
5—Make accounting entries from
data processing record.

Each month, the data processing
service should provide a listing (or
card record) of all delinquent ac
counts. These lists should be for
warded to the collection committee
for appropriate action.

As part of the campaign planning,
goals (both in dollars and number of
donors) and campaign dates should
be established.
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Management Information Systems, the author be
lieves, were set up to supplant accounting as the
major reporting system in business. But the tradi
tional MIS has many drawbacks. He suggests a con
trolled information system, in which accountants
would have a distinct role—

ACCOUNTING’S NEW ROLE IN COMPUTER-

BASED INFORMATION SYSTEMS
by Surendra P. Agrawal
Florida International University
and importance of an
function is assigned to them in
information system in a busi
these systems. The growing use of
ness organization requires no emMIS, therefore, is a matter of grave
phasis here. Timely information is
concern to the future of accounting,
needed by various company mem
particularly management account
ing, as a distinct discipline. In or
bers for decision making and oper
ations within the organization, as
der to continue to render useful
well as by many external parties;
services to management in the mod
the system develops and commu
ern environment, accountants must,
of necessity, find a role in com
nicates this information to the
puter-based information systems
various users.
Traditionally, accounting has
that they can perform effectively
been the only, or major, informa
and usefully as specialists in their
own right. This, in turn, presup
tion system in business organiza
tions; but in recent years, many
poses the adoption of a model of
businesses have set up computersuch systems which would require
based management information sys
the specification of that role.
tems (MIS) as an alternative to
accounting information systems. Al
Need to develop a new model
though accountants often are asso
ciated with MIS development and
Management information systems
are replacing accounting systems
operation, generally no specialized
he need

T

because accounting has not kept
pace with the informational re
quirements of various users, partic
ularly members of modern man
agement. The following appear to
be the reasons for this situation:
1—The scope of traditional ac
counting is limited primarily to re
liable financial information, where
as management also needs other
types of information: non-financial
aspects of personnel, marketing,
production, research and develop
ment, and economic environment.
2—Developments in the manage
ment sciences have encouraged the
use of highly sophisticated quanti
tative information which can be
produced by various mathematical
and statistical methods. Accoun
tants have not been able to adopt

The author is grateful to Dr. Lawrence J. Benninger who supervised the
preparation of the dissertation on which this article is based, and to Drs. Harvey
Hendrickson and Frank Luh who reviewed some of its earlier drafts.
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In many organizations with an MIS, managers suffer
from an overabundance of irrelevant information.

and integrate these techniques
within their accounting model.
3—The actual information needs
of users are not known with any
precision. Accountants are acutely
aware of this problem, and have
been making constant progress in
ascertaining such needs and mak
ing appropriate modifications in ac
counting. They cannot, however,
match the enthusiasm of the sys
tems experts in this regard, who
have been known (in the past, at
least) to promise the provision of
all the needed information.
The establishment of an MIS
eliminates some of the shortcom
ings of accounting. But a survey of
the numerous empirical and other
studies reported in the literature
shows that expectations concerning
MIS have been only partially re
alized in most organizations, and
that it has not been possible to
utilize in full the potential of the
computer. The more significant de
ficiencies of MIS pointed out by
these studies are mentioned below:
Overabundance of irrelevant in
formation— In many organizations,
managers suffer from an informa
tion overload. They must spend a
great deal of time separating the
relevant from the irrelevant.1
1—Ackoff, Russell L., “Management Mis
information Systems,” Management Sci
ence, December, 1967.
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Communication gap between ex
perts in the systems area and users
of information—This deficiency has
attracted the attention of the larg
est number of researchers, and is at
the root of many other problems.
The communication gap exists not
merely between experts in the sys
tems area and users of information,
but also among the various cate
gories of such experts.2
Inadequate understanding of in
formation needs—Systems special
ists are often unaware of the exact
needs of management,3 and, hence,
the information supplied is not
tailored to the user’s needs. This
situation may arise because of
either or both of the following
reasons: (a) Systems specialists
fail to ascertain such needs. They
often emphasize what the users
ought to need rather than what
they actually need, and tend to dis
regard non-quantitative aspects of
information. (b) Decision makers
are unable to specify their exact
requirements. In many cases, man
agers cannot identify the important
variables involved in decision mak
ing and cannot reduce the decision
2—Stuart, Walter J., “An Experiment in
DP Management—Revisited,” Datama
tion, November, 1969.
3—Gallagher, James D., Management In
formation Systems and the Computer,
AMA Research Study #51, New York,
American Management Association, 1961,
p. 13.

process to quantitative expressions.4
Incompatibility of sophisticated
information and management capa
bilities— An important part of the
output of an MIS consists of highly
sophisticated information. The op
erations research specialists in
volved in the development of the
information processing formula
tions are trained to avoid subopti
mization and, hence, create “grand
schemes.” But management is fre
quently not able to use such anal
yses.5
Exclusion of judgmental factors—
A computer can develop informa
tion only in accordance with un4—Schoderbek, Peter P., and Stephen E.
Schoderbek, “Integrated Information Sys
tems—Shadow or Substance,” Manage
ment Adviser,
November-December,
1971.
5—Vandell, Robert F., “Management Ev
olution in the Quantitative World,” Har
vard Business Review, January-February,
1970.
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equivocal instructions. Information
processing techniques that require
the use of undocumented judgment
or interpretations are, therefore, ex
cluded from an MIS.6
Lack of flexibility in MIS—A
large computer project is a one
time job. New programs may, of
course, be added with comparative
ease; but making changes in the
existing interrelated programs used
in the MIS would involve a com
plex operation. Hence, an MIS
often lacks flexibility and is diffi
cult to change.7
Inadequate control over input—
Although the control of input data
is one of the most critical areas in
MIS, usually this is given less
thought than computer programs.
This situation arises because of (a)
the attitude that a poor method of
creating input will work, (b) the
fact that source materials are cre
ated in areas outside the MIS, and
(c) the tendency to believe the
“world ends at the door of the com
puter room.”8 MIS specialists con
sider the data input as “given,”
and hence inadequate attention is
paid to its control.
From the foregoing discussion it
would appear that neither account
ing nor MIS has been able to ade
quately achieve the purpose of an
information system, and a need ex
ists to develop an improved model
to do so.
The controlled system

A review of the basic deficiencies
of accounting and management in
formation systems suggests that a
good information system should
possess the following features:
(a) It should have control over
its input so that it would accept
only the data needed to develop
the required information, and
would keep in touch with new
6—Long, Charles L., “Needed: A New
Profession,” Journal of Systems Manage
ment, June, 1971.
7—Toan, Arthur B., Jr., “MIS—A Status
Report on the Concept and Its Imple
mentation,” The Journal of Accountancy,
June, 1970.
8—Rubin, Martin L., Handbook of Data
Processing Management, Princeton, Auer
bach Publishers, 1971, Vol. 4, p. 1.
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types of data available, so as to
develop the capability to utilize
the same.
(b) It should have the capabil
ity to produce various types of in
formation using whatever process
ing techniques are called for. In
particular, it should be able to uti
lize both quantitative and qualita
tive inputs, and make use both of
human judgment and the vast com
putational capability provided by
computers in the processing thereof.
(c) It should keep in constant
touch with the needs of various
users and try to supply the required
information.
(d) It should have adequate
flexibility and provision for ongo
ing developmental research.
A general model, called the “con
trolled information system,” is de
veloped here to incorporate these
features.
The controlled information sys
tem will consist of four subsystems
that are assigned specific functions
and responsibilities, as follows:
Input subsystem—Functions of
this subsystem will be to accept all
data that meet appropriate stan
dards relating to their usability,
authorization, and reliability. It
may also make feedback to the de
velopmental subsystem when nec
essary for proper utilization of
available data. These functions
may require exercise of subjective
judgment by the person in charge
of the subsystem, particularly when
dealing with new types of data
which have not been previously
available. Some of the data entered
into the system may be found to
be unusable, and may, therefore,
be subsequently expunged.
Processing subsystem—This will
be divided into two sections, one
using the computer for storage, re
trieval, and manipulation of data,
and the other carrying out these
tasks manually. The computer will
primarily deal with quantitative in
formation in accordance with de
tailed programs.9 Other types of
9—Some nonquantitative data may also
be processed by the computer, partic
ularly for storage, indexing, and re
trieval.

data and processing will be han
dled by individuals who may or
may not utilize various types of
other mechanical aids. Both sec
tions will follow standardized pro
cedures or guidelines. The outputs
of the two sections must be com
bined, which may be done by man
ual input into the computer, and
the information may then be con
sidered ready for reporting to users.
The processing programs and
guidelines are laid down when the
system is originally set up, and sub
sequently are added to, or modified
by, the developmental subsystem
with which there would be fre
quent interaction for this pur
pose. As far as possible, the proc
essing should be done in an inte
grated manner, modular program
ing should be adopted, and the
techniques used should be com
patible with the needs and under
standing of users. In order to be
helpful in problem solving at the
higher levels of management, the
processing may include such ad
vanced techniques as model build
ing and simulation.
Output subsystem—This subsys
tem is responsible for enforcing ap
propriate standards in the output of
the system. Such standards should
ensure that information of the cor
rect reliability level is supplied to
a particular user or for a partic
ular purpose, that only the informa
tion actually needed is reported,
and that only properly authorized
information is communicated to
people who are entitled to receive
it. However, it would be extremely
difficult to achieve the ideal of pro
viding custom-made information
for each individual decision maker
and for each individual decision. To
the extent that information report
ing is not standardized and users
have made no specification of their
informational requirements, the
person in charge of this subsystem
would need to use his judgment to
determine what information should
be provided to whom.
He may also help the develop
mental subsystem by providing
feedback about information actu
ally needed but not being supplied,
information being provided but not
Management Adviser

used, and changes in information
needs.
Developmental subsystem — This
subsystem will also be divided into
two sections. One will receive and
interpret feedback from the other
subsystems as well as from users of
information. The second section
will carry out research and develop
or modify procedures and guide
lines used by the processing sub
system. The techniques of research
may include operations research
methodology. Additions or modifi
cations may be made after a proper
study of technical feasibility and a
cost/benefit analysis. Such an an
alysis may either be a study of the
total cost and total benefits of the
system, or an incremental analysis
of any proposed changes.
Exhibit 1, at the right, contains a
diagram of the controlled informa
tion system and shows the interre
lationships of its subsystems and
their sections.

EXHIBIT I
Model
Controlled Information System

Distinct new entity

The controlled information sys
tem is distinct both from account
ing and MIS. It differs from ac
counting primarily in that it is
capable of supplying all types of
information needed by various
users, including highly-sophisti
cated quantitative information. It
differs from MIS because it utilizes
and provides both quantitative and
qualitative information, has flexibil
ity in processing techniques, and
exercises continuous human control
over its input and output. Further
more, it has explicit provision for
utilizing feedback and develop
mental research. The principal ad
vantages of this model may be sum
marized as follows:
(1) It has the capability to de
velop various types of information,
such as financial, nonfinancial,
quantitative, nonquantitative, inter
nal, external, past, present, and
projected.
(2) It has the capability to com
municate information in accordance
with the actual requirements of
various users.
(3) It possesses flexibility, that
July-August, 1974

Legend:
1. Standards for Input
2. Data for Manual Processing
3. Manual Processing
(storage,
manipulation)
4. Data for Computer Processing

retrieval,

5. Computer Processing (storage, retrieval,
manipulation)
6. Combination
7. Information Available for Reporting
8. Standards for Output
9. Development (feedback and research)
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The controlled information
system has its drawbacks, too.
It requires three distinct
types of personnel with dif

ferent aptitudes and training:
computer operators; OR

specialists; and information
control experts. It is into

the latter group that ac
countants would fit most

logically . . .
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is, ability to change in keeping
with changing needs and environ
ment.
(4) It has technical and eco
nomic feasibility at all times.
However, the controlled informa
tion system also has its limitations.
In view of the constantly changing
environment it will never be pos
sible to make an accurate predic
tion of the total informational needs
of all decision makers and other
users, and, hence, no system can be
designed that would satisfy all re
quirements. Individual users will
continue to acquire some informa
tion either by their own direct ob
servation or through other channels.
Furthermore, with the developing
techniques of programed decision
making, it may not even be possible
to make a clear distinction between
decision making and information
processing. What procedures are as
signed to the information system,
and what are left for decision mak
ing will, therefore, remain a matter
of significant judgment on the part
of the top management of each or
ganization.
Because of its distinctive fea
tures, the controlled information
system has certain specialized re
quirements for a successful imple
mentation and operation:

Mechanical requirements — (a)
Computers, related devices, and
communication facilities. (b) Other
mechanical aids to be used in the
manual processing of data.
Human requirements — Three
groups of persons, one each with
expertise in the following fields:
(a) Computer operation—Persons
who can program, maintain, and
operate the computer and related
devices, and who can manage the
data base and the programs and
routines library. (b) Operations re
search (OR)—Persons who can de
velop and improve information
processing formulations. Though
OR experts specialize primarily in
mathematical and statistical tech
niques, this area is interdisciplin
ary in nature and help would be
needed from various other experts
also. (c) Information control—Per
sons who can control the input and

output of the system, carry out
manual processing of data, and re
ceive and interpret the feedback.
This is a new area of specializa
tion and accountants may wish to
prepare themselves to carry out
these tasks.

Information controllers

Accountants traditionally have
performed tasks similar to those in
cluded in information control, and
they have developed skills in these
areas. No other discipline seems to
be better suited to assume the role
of information controllers.
Accountants have extensive train
ing and background in data collec
tion. Both quantitative and quali
tative data are used in accounting,
and the preparation of financial
statements must always leave a
trail of competent evidence. Sim
ilarly,
accountants
historically
have processed data manually, us
ing compatible mechanical devices
as and when they became avail
able, and have to make frequent
use of judgment in such process
ing. They also are used to combin
ing various types of information,
for example, supplementing finan
cial information by legal or con
tractual information, or qualifying
quantitative information with nonquantitative information. To con
trol output, information supplied
by the accounting system must
meet certain standards (though
there is no unanimity of opinion as
to what precisely these standards
are or should be). Furthermore,
accountants are “accustomed to sit
uations in which no specific re
quests for information are made,
and in which responsibility for gen
eralizations about the more impor
tant needs of users must be as
sumed jointly by the accountant
and the entity whose activities are
being reported upon.”10
10—American Accounting Association,
Committee to Prepare a Statement of
Basic Accounting Theory, A Statement
of Basic Accounting Theory, Evanston,
American Accounting Association, 1966,
p. 22.
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The foregoing discussion is not
intended to imply that present-day
accountants already are well pre
pared to perform the role of in
formation controllers. The prin
cipal limitation of accountants is
the scope of accounting informa
tion. They would need to expand
their interest from financial infor
mation to all types of data and in
formation used in business organi
zations.
This would require a substantial
change in the training and educa
tion of future accountants who
aspire to work as information con
trollers. It is suggested, therefore,
that “information control” be con
sidered as an additional branch
of accounting. It is expected that
this branch would gain importance
with the increasing use of com
puters for information processing.
New skills must be emphasized

To carry out this function suc
cessfully, accounting as a discipline
of information control should in
clude a study of the following:
(1) Information needs of deci
sion makers and other users must
be understood. This would involve
a general familiarity with opera
tions of the business, decision
areas, decision-making processes,
the effects of alternative methods
of processing or presenting infor
mation on decisions, relationship of
the reliability levels of information
with its use, and the information
required to be reported under vari
ous laws and authoritative rules
and regulations.
(2) Data needed to develop
various types of information should
be learned. This would involve a
general familiarity with techniques
of processing data, knowledge of
data sources within and outside the
organization, and analysis of the
reliability of various sources and of
the data provided by them.
(3) Manual processing of data
as it may be needed must be stud
ied and combined with computerprocessed information by manual
input into the computer.
(4) Computers and operations
July-August, 1974

research are necessary up to a level
sufficient to understand their po
tential limitations, and possible ap
plications.

On the other hand, training and
education which presently help ac
countants to carry out other func
tions should be deemphasized in
the discipline of information con
trol. This would include the routine
processing of quantitative data and
the
noninformational functions
(such as handling of tax assess
ments) often carried out by ac
countants.

Conclusions
The adoption of the suggested
model of the controlled information
system may be expected to lead to
a fuller utilization of information
systems and related facilities. This
model uses a combination of the
talents presently found in account
ing and management information
systems, accountants performing
the role of information controllers.
But the training and education of
future accountants who aspire to
act in this role must be specifically
aimed in that direction. Before a
suitable program of study can be
introduced in academic or profes
sional curricula, however, consider
able research needs to be made in
several areas, such as the following:
(1) Development of concepts
and techniques to determine reli
ability of data and information (in
cluding the effects of processing
techniques thereon), and relating
them to various uses and users.
(2) Development of techniques
to ascertain informational needs,
and study of the behavioral aspects
of information.
(3) Development of verification
and authorization techniques for
data and information.
(4) Development of concepts
and techniques for carrying out
cost/benefit analysis of information
systems.
(5) Development of concepts
and techniques to determine the
desirability of programing partic
ular decision models.

Many MIS people have the attitude
that the "world ends" at the door of
the computer room.
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Sometimes very high data processing speed can ac
tually be a handicap to the company employing it.
Obviously, very fast flow is important in an airlines
reservation system, but that’s not equally true of
production scheduling—

THE FREQUENCY OF INFORMATION FLOWS:

A MISUNDERSTOOD MANAGEMENT VARIABLE
by Robert L. Paretta

University of Delaware

of electronic data
decision needs they have developed
processing machinery and its
management information systems to
constant increase in speed of procprovide data in many forms geared
essing ever since have posed a
to forecasting, measuring, and eval
problem to many businesses. Is all
uating economic events. Assuming
this speed necessary in every in
the content of the information
stance or has the capacity of the
transmitted to a decision maker at
machines outstripped in many cases
a given periodic rate is both rele
the ability of management to ab
vant and comprehensible, a ques
sorb and use the information gen
tion they must often face is whether
management performance can be
erated?
significantly improved by increas
ing the frequency of reporting. Can
Cost-benefit ratio
the firm benefit, for instance, from
Accountants and systems anal
information that flows through its
ysts have been working together in
decision centers weekly or monthly
recent years trying to provide man
rather than quarterly or annually?
agers with information relevant to
Will these benefits exceed their
their planning, operating, and con
costs? The exploration of these is
sues is the primary concern of this
trol decisions in a form the users
can understand. To service these
article.
he advent

T
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Intuitively it might appear that
more frequent information should
always be preferred by the firm to
less frequent. If for the moment it
is assumed that increasing the fre
quency of information flows has a
zero marginal cost, a plausible re
sponse to the questions posed
above might be to increase report
ing frequency in all decision cen
ters to the maximum technically
possible.
Unfortunately, however, this will
not improve a decision maker’s per
formance in every
amination of three specific examples
will make this point clearer.
1. Decisions Improved—There are
some decisions where management
performance can be improved by
increasing the frequency of reportManagement Adviser

ing to the maximum. The kinds of
critical control processes found in
the generation and transmission of
electric power, the refining of oil,
and the production of chemicals—
where remedial action must be im
mediate, or nearly so, to prevent
unpleasant consequences or avert
a disaster—are good examples of
how the firm can benefit from very
rapid information flows. In addi
tion, the installation of on-line-realtime systems for handling passen
ger reservations has often been
cited as the major factor in allow
ing airlines to improve service to
the public at lower cost with
smaller fleets by permitting more
efficient allocation of available air
craft space.
Using the approach suggested by
Bedford and Onsi for measuring
the value of information by com
paring the outcome of the actions
of the decision maker before and
after the receipt of a message,1 the
effects of information frequency on
the profitability of the firm can be
depicted graphically as in Exhibit
1, page 48. In Frame A of Exhibit
1, the curve shows the result to be
expected in the case of the critical
control processes outlined above;
the value of information is highest
when the reporting cycle (the time
between an event taking place and
the receipt of a report) is zero, and
drops off sharply becoming value
less when the unpleasant conse
quences the system is designed to
guard against occur.
2. Decisions Unaffected—Other
kinds of decisions can be noted
where increasing the frequency of
reports will have no effect on the
manager’s performance and hence
will produce no benefits to the
firm. This is common when the de
cision maker is unable to act on
more frequent data because of
queuing, scheduling, or capacity
constraints. For example, providing
daily sales and inventory informa
tion to someone responsible for
1—Bedford, Norton M. and Mohamed
Onsi, “Measuring the Value of Informa
tion—An Information Theory Approach,”
Management Services, January-February,
1966.
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production scheduling would be
meaningless if it were neither tech
nically nor economically feasible to
reschedule production runs daily.2
Furthermore, with regard to vari
ance analysis, problems of non
linearity can make shortening the
reporting cycle of little value.
Dearden demonstrates this quite
well:

“In the area of performance eval
uation, real-time management in
formation systems are particularly
ridiculous. When a division man
ager agrees to earn, say, $360,000
in 1966, he does not agree to earn
$1,000 a day or $1,000/24 per
hour.”3

In this situation the messages
transmitted to the decision maker,
at least at the high frequency dis
cussed, have no rational basis for
being supplied. In Frame B of Ex
hibit 1 it can then be seen that
where reporting cycle is a shorter
time period than that necessary to
take action, the value of informa
tion (and therefore the effect on
profitability) is zero. As the report
ing cycle increases to a point con
sistent with the ability to act on
information received, the value in
creases sharply to a maximum, then
falls as the information gradually
loses its usefulness to the decision
maker.
3. Decisions Hindered—Finally,
two conditions can be identified
under which management perform
ance and profitability can actually
suffer when information frequency
is too high. First, when dealing
with data that is very unstable, in
creasing the frequency of informa
tion flows substantially enlarges the

probability of introducing random
variations in the reports received
by a decision maker. A message
containing data that is the result of
a random fluctuation not represent
ative of the events being observed,
may transmit a false signal to the
manager causing him to take action
when none is appropriate. This can
prove harmful to the firm when the
cost of taking the wrong action is
high, compared with the cost of
not acting and waiting for more
information.
Second, increasing the frequency
of reporting can cause problems
where the time necessary to evalu
ate information received is longer
than the reporting cycle. A situa
tion could develop where the man
ager is supplied new information
before he has had the opportunity
to fully evaluate information re
ceived- in the prior period. Receiv
ing the new information would
make his analysis-in-process obso
lete and he would very likely post
pone a decision until the most re
cent information was evaluated. If
the decision maker reacted in this
way to every new piece of relevant
information he received, a condi
tion could develop in the extreme
case where a decision would never
be made. Evaluating, updating,
and re-evaluating problems would
be a continuous closed-loop proc
ess with no exit for positive action,
unless the frequency was reduced
to a rate in phase with the analyti
cal time frame demanded by the
decision. Though somewhat exag
gerated, this example demonstrates
that there is an opportunity cost
associated with a manager being
exposed to information too freROBERT

2—This is not to imply that this data is
intrinsically valueless, for it may have
value at high frequency for some other
kind of decision, or have value for this
decision if it is gathered in the system
and stored for later review. The point
being made is that the value of informa
tion is a function of many variables in
cluding frequency.
3—Dearden, John, “Myth of Real-Time
Management Information,” Harvard Bus
iness Review, May-June, 1966, p. 126.
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EXHIBIT I
The Value of Information Expressed as a Function of Frequency

quently. Reinforced is the fact that
a decision maker’s time is a scarce
resource that must be efficiently al
located by the firm.
Frame C of Exhibit 1 shows that
in this case, where the reporting
cycle is too short, the value of the
information is negative until a
point is reached beyond which ran
domness and the decision’s analyti
cal lead-time are no longer factors.
As the reporting cycle increases,
the value rises to a maximum level,
then declines as the usefulness of
the information to the manager
fades with time.

Analysis of costs and benefits
By looking at the three classes
of decisions above, it was quite
easy to show that increasing the
frequency of information flow can
have a variety of effects on profita
bility-even when it was assumed
to have been achieved free of addi
tional cost. Relaxing this assump
tion introduces a new set of prob
lems for all classes of decisions.
If the firm is to maximize the
utilization of its scarce resources,
the expected cost of providing in
formation at a given frequency
must be matched against the ex
pected benefit of receiving more
frequent reports. In a world of cer
tainty, given a specific decision, the
process of matching costs against
benefits can be readily accom
plished. In the real world, however,
costs and benefits can be difficult
to determine for several reasons.
First, not all costs and benefits
readily lend themselves to mea
surement in monetary terms. Some
may be of a behavioral nature. The
organizational structure of the firm,
the intensity of budgetary pressure
within the firm, the degree of sta
bility in the demand for the firm’s
products, and the trend of that de
mand, are just a few of the things
that can influence the way some
managers perceive their “needs”
for information at given frequen
cies. A large part of these per
ceived needs may be emotional,
and, in fact, may far exceed the
frequency rates that are warranted
48
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by the decisions involved. Never
theless, to deny information at the
frequencies managers feel they
“need” may result in poor perform
ance because of the resultant loss
of confidence they surely will suffer.
Second, since decisions within
the firm are interrelated, benefits
and costs, even if measurable, may
be difficult to isolate. In the ex
amples cited above three classes of
decisions were examined in a kind
of vacuum, and it was easy to iden
tify the consequences brought
about by changes in the frequency
of information flows. But in the
real world this is neither possible
nor appropriate because it ignores
the fact that the firm is composed
of a system of interrelated deci
sions where the decision output of
one decision center often becomes
the input for another decision cen
ter. The direction of the links be
tween and among decisions can be
vertical, horizontal, or even circu
lar, all with numerous points of
intersection. Separating the costs
and benefits under these circum
stances is not quite as simple as it
might first appear.

Conclusions
There is a popular belief that in
creasing the frequency of informa
tion flows will improve a manager’s
performance. In this article, it has
been explained why this is not al
ways the case. Careful analysis
must be made of (1) the frequency
needs of given classes of decisions,
and (2) the interaction effect of
decisions made in one decision
center on other decision centers.
In order to achieve this, several
factors must be kept in mind:

1. The sensitivity of the decision
process—As an example, it was
shown that where a process has the
potential to produce serious conse
quences when permitted to go out
of control, very frequent informa
tion (perhaps to the point of con
tinu
ous monitoring) might be need
ed to avert disaster.
2. The flexibility of the decision
process—It was shown that certain
July-August, 1974

kinds of processes (like production
run scheduling) which allow man
agers to take action only at specific
intervals (after which the firm is
committed to a course of events
that does not readily lend itself to
modification until a discrete point
in the future), make it necessary
for information to be supplied at
frequencies in phase with the given
interval. To supply it more often
would result in a misallocation of
the firm’s scarce resources.
3. The variability of decision in
put data—It was shown that in
cases where the decision input data
is unstable, raising the rate of in
formation flow tends to increase
the probability that a message sent
to a manager will contain data that
is not representative of the events
being observed. This could transmit
a false signal to the manager caus
ing him to take action where none
is called for.
4. The analytical lead-time re
quired by the decision process—
Every decision process has associ
ated with it what might be called
“analytical lead-time”—that is a pe
riod of time before a decision can
be made when information is eval
uated and analyzed. If the informa
tion flow is more rapid than the
analytical lead time, it was shown
that the manager’s performance
could suffer as a result of being
saturated with more information
than that with which he can effec
tively deal.
5. The cost of information vs. the
benefits received—If the firm is to
efficiently allocate its scarce re
sources, the cost of providing infor
mation at a given frequency must
be matched against the expected
benefit of receiving it. It was
shown how this matching is often
very difficult in the real world.

If the firm is to maximize

the utilization of its scarce
resources, the expected cost
of providing information

at a given frequency must
be matched against the
expected benefit of receiving

more frequent reports . . .
In the real world . . . costs

and benefits can be difficult
to determine for several
reasons . . .

Though the above list of factors
does not purport to be exhaustive,
it represents those which should be
of immediate interest to individuals
responsible for designing the firm’s
information system. If the fre
quency of information flows is to
be a meaningful management vari
able, these factors must be con
sidered.
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What’s wrong
with this picture?

Photo by Van Bucher

Somebody forgot to include the women. Each day decisions are
being made in all-male boardrooms, in city councils, on the
boards of education, and elsewhere, that affect all of our lives.
Intelligent, educated women — and they are legion these days —
belong in this picture. They can help to build the kind of
society we all want. What's wrong with this picture is that half
the talent and brainpower of our country is missing... an
important half—women.

Womanpower. It's much too good to waste.
For information: NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund Inc., 127 East 59th Street, Dept. K, New York, N.Y. 10022
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BOOKS
The Great Wall Street Scandal
by Raymond L. Dirks and Leon
ard Gross, McGraw-Hill Book
Company, New York, 1974, 295
pages, $8.95.

Chutzpah—that Yiddish word
meaning unprecedented gall—is
what this book is all about. For the
Equity Funding case, unlike many
other scandals that have rocked the
financial world, was primarily a
triumph of deliberate deception by
the company—deception on so vast
and deliberate a scale that the
SEC, state insurance commissions,

other insurance companies, even
honest individuals involved in the
machinations, literally wouldn’t be
lieve what was going on.
Yet the deception took everyone
in, wary and sophisticated under
writers as well as gullible individ
uals. Everyone relied on everyone
else: the state insurance commis
sions, or the SEC, or honest and
reputable auditing firms. The in
surance protective agencies of the
various states did not check to see
that the policies really existed and
covered actual people. Nor did the
New York Stock Exchange. It was
the Captain from Kopenick story
all over again, the tale of the re

tiring German tailor who got an
Army captain’s uniform, assumed
it and the manner of a pre-World
War I Prussian officer, and very
nearly took complete charge of a
small German village. The facade
of Equity Funding was so impres
sive that no one checked to see if
there were adequate foundations
or anything behind the facade.
If any of the supervisory agen
cies, private or public, had even
checked the origins of Equity
Funding anywhere along the line,
the career of the company and the
catastrophic losses it caused, might
not have occurred. The company
evolved from the schemes of a mot
ley group of five promoters: Mike

REVIEW EDITORS
In order to assure comprehensive coverage of magazine
articles dealing with management subjects, Management
Adviser has arranged with seventeen universities offering
the Ph.D. degree in accounting to have leading magazines
in the field reviewed on a continuing basis by Ph.D. candi
dates under the guidance of the educators listed, who
serve as the review board for this department of Manage
ment Adviser. Unsigned book reviews have been written
by members of the magazine’s staff.
Jim G. Ashburne, The University of Texas, Austin
Thomas J. Burns, The Ohio State University, Columbus
Leonard A. Doyle, University of California, Berkeley
William Felix, University of Washington, Seattle
Allen Ford, University of Missouri, Columbia
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Ernest I. Hanson, University of Wisconsin, Madison
Dale S. Harwood, Jr., University of Oregon, Eugene
Daniel Jensen, University of Illinois, Urbana
Walter B. Meigs, University of Southern California, Los

Angeles
John H. Myers, Indiana University, Bloomington
Carl L. Nelson, Columbia University, New York
Hugo Nurnberg, Michigan State University, East Lansing
James W. Pattillo, Louisiana State University, Baton

Rouge
Michael Schiff, New York University, New York
Williard E. Stone, University of Florida, Gainesville
Milton F. Usry, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater
Rufus Wixon, University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia
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Platt, Eugene Cuthbertson, Stanley
Goldblum, Mike Riordan, and Gor
don McCormick. McCormick, a
Barnum and Bailey character more
notable for high living than for
any solid financial accomplish
ments, is generally acknowledged
as the author of the idea that was
to be the genesis of Equity Fund
ing.

“Every dollar works twice”
Life insurance is good. Everyone
needs it because of the certainty of
death. Yet in a time of continued
inflation, every dollar sunk in life
insurance premiums is a dollar lost
to diminishing purchasing power
in the future. Why not buy a mu
tual fund in large quantities, then
borrow against the value of the
fund to invest in insurance? When
the next fund policy payment fell
due, pay it from the profits on the
mutual funds. That way, every in
vestor’s dollar would work twice.
The holes in such a scheme
should have been self-evident. The
fact that they were not, to the
thousands who invested in the
scheme, speaks volumes about
American naivete and greed. It
speaks even more eloquently
about the diligence of the regulat
ing agencies that were supposed
to be overseeing both the insurance
and the mutual fund industries.
Finally, the conspirators who
hatched the scheme fell out. Platt
died of a heart attack in a New
York bar. Riordan was buried in a
California mudslide. Eventually,
only Goldblum was left.
Goldblum was a cut above the
others. Shrewd and intelligent, he
could be impressive when the cir
cumstances demanded it. He knew
insurance and he also knew mutual
fund sales.
And it was Goldblum who
capped the first concept: every in
vestor’s money working twice; first
to purchase mutual funds, then
through loans on the funds to buy
life insurance, with the final gim
mick. That was to run up the prof
its of the conglomerate selling both
funds and insurance to the point
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where it could afford to “purchase”
other companies, and to add their
profits to Equity Funding’s, thus
driving up the parent company’s
stock higher still.
But in 1969, with a general
downturn in the stock market,
Equity Funding’s stock fell too. It
no longer attracted enough eager
individual buyers to run its stock
to the point where it could be
traded advantageously for another
company’s shares. Trouble was
brewing in Paradise.
Strangely, the origin of this book
was a visit paid to the author by
a disgruntled employee of Equity
Funding who had just been fired.
The author, Ray Dirks, was a fairly
well known insurance analyst on
Wall Street. The ex-employee was
Ron Secrist, a vice president for ad
ministration for Equity who had
been working at an Equity subsid
iary in New Jersey. He was sud
denly summoned to Equity head
quarters in Los Angeles to be in
formed that he was being fired as
part of a general economy move.
What the company didn’t realize
was that Secrist had been suspi
cious of its way of doing business
for a long time, had exchanged
confidences with other employees
who also thought something was
very much amiss, and, at the very
end, had actually been involved in
some of the Equity machinations.
Together these scattered bits of
knowledge amounted to a whole
that was almost incredible. It
looked very much as though the
company were writing false insur
ance policies on non-existent peo
ple, recording them as legitimate
sales, thus inflating their stock fur
ther, using the inflated stock to
purchase legitimate companies, and
then looting them.
To do this executives of the com
pany would actually create false
insurance papers by simply copy
ing existing health records for one
legitimate customer, combining
them with financial information
from another and, in effect creating
an entirely new character. The
work was done by a crew of notvery-bright clerks hired for this

particular purpose who were told
they were copying portions of ex
isting records. Then company ex
ecutives meeting secretly would
use this cannibalized information
to support new accounts on the
company’s computer records.

Equity’s proudest boast
The proudest boast of the com
pany was that its computer did
not leave an audit trail—which it
emphatically did not. The system
had been deliberately designed so
that it did not. The original records
were there—assiduously assembled
by the group of high school clerks.
Entries had been made on the com
puter. These fake policies along
with some real ones had been sold
to reinsurers who, in most cases,
didn’t check on their authenticity
any more than anyone else had.
Why hadn’t Secrist, the ex-em
ployee who finally went to Dirks,
blown the whistle a long time earli
er? He didn’t think the insurance
commissions of the various states
would do anything. He didn’t know
too much about the SEC but he
didn’t put much faith in it either.
When he finally went to Dirks it
was in the thought of getting max
imum publicity, since that would
drive down the price of Equity
stock, the surest way to destroy the
company. Publicity also, he rea
soned would force the state insur
ance commissions to investigate,
which he wasn’t at all sure would
be the case if he went to see them
privately.
Even Dirks was skeptical at first.
It all seemed too impossible. But
he talked to the head of one of the
largest of Equity’s five sales regions
to find out how much business his
salesmen had written during the
year. He got an answer. Signifi
cantly it was far less than one fifth
of Equity’s reported earnings for
the year.
Something was obviously wrong
—in spite of the other insurance
companies, the insurance commis
sions, and the SEC—with the finan
cial reporting of the West Coast
giant.
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From that point on, it all un
raveled—but not before Dirks was
forced to change hotel rooms in
Los Angeles three times on warn
ings that “the company” was out to
get him. Perhaps the bitterest, most
poignant note of all was struck by
some unknown Equity Funding
employee who penciled an anony
mous note in a company facility:
“Thank God for Watergate!”
The Washington expose was
breaking at the same time, and at
least drew some attention away
from the Equity Funding troubles.
In general, the atmosphere that
produced both Watergate and
Equity Funding seems to be the
overwhelming note of this book.
The sheer intricacy of the maneu
verings in each case, the devious
ness of many of the characters, the
number of actors (this book has a
cast of characters at the beginning
reminiscent of a Russian novel) —
all have more than a striking sim
ilarity to each other. The distrust
of public institutions, the feeling
that those charged with public re
sponsibilities “wouldn’t do anything
about it,” also characterizes both
cases.
Product of its times

Dirks traces this to the atmo
sphere of the financial world at the
time: an era of “go-go” funds, when
a company’s stock price was its
most important asset, when corners
could be cut and most often were,
when “will it play in Peoria?” had
become a national watchword de
noting whether such and such an
act could be gotten away with or
not. Dirks himself was sued by
various interested parties for di
vulging insider information because
he had warned some friends and
accounts to take it easy in invest
ments in Equity Funding until his
investigations—at that point purely
informal — showed anything one
way or the other.
This is a complicated but thera
peutic book. Complicated because
it is difficult to follow the involved
machinations that Goldblum, Mc
Cormick, Platt, et al, devised to
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fleece their company’s investors,
therapeutic in the cathartic, Freud
ian sense. It shows us where we
were just a short time ago—when
whatever would sell was good, and
honor, or honesty, was the last pos
sible consideration.

Computer Crimes by Gerald Mc
Knight, Walker and Company,
New York, 1974, 221 pages, $6.95.

The growing relegation of power
to the computer has made major
crimes by the knowledgeable easi
er, this British reporter warns. He
states the cases of some who have
slipped and been caught and pon
ders how many crooks have gotten
away leaving no traces.
If you are an expert in computer
security, don’t read this book be
cause it adds much heat but little
light. On the other hand, if you
believe your installation can’t pos
sibly be the target of any evil
force, this book may be for you. Its
style is highly readable, if a bit
sensational.
“The stakes, in the game of com
puter crime, are rising to a danger
ous level. Anyone who now stands
in the way of those determined to
operate against the electronic
world of data-processing is facing
possible reprisals from criminal
and hostile ‘investors.’ How easy it
is to overstate this threat. Equally,
it would be folly to ignore it,” Mr.
McKnight states.
He cites Alfonse Confessore as
the “first electronic criminal to be
murdered for his activities.” Mr.
Confessore was not a sinister sys
tems analyst looking to rule the
world, but a mechanic who man
aged to get hold of duplicate
Diners Club cards and pass them
on to gangsters.
But the author does tell some
interesting stories without as much
ballyhoo. The managing director of
a big and successful British drug
firm was one day approached by
a representative of his EDP depart

ment and told, “I happen to know,
sir, that if some of the men in the
computer room don’t see rises
—double what we’re getting nowright across the board, in the near
future, then your invoices are go
ing to suffer.”
If the raises were not forthcom
ing, the men proposed to reduce all
the invoices about 5 per cent. The
manager called in a computer secu
rity expert. It would be cheaper to
double the men’s salaries than to
suffer the markdown, and to bring
the matter to the authorities would
risk public confidence in the firm’s
computer-based operations. To do
the invoices manually would also
cost more than the raises and since
the accounts would have to come
out of the computer, they could be
tampered with at that stage too.
The security expert advised that
the raises be given, the invoices
be sent out, and then the whole
group fired. That was done. But
Mr. McKnight questions what
would happen if a similar sort of
action took place once computer
personnel are unionized.
“There will not, one imagines,
be the need then for vulgar black
mail. For what corporation exec
utive would be able to resist the
demands of a deputation from his
computer room if it not only pos
sessed all power over the heart
beats of the business, but also was
backed by closed-shop solidarity?
It would be like a strike of ironlung operators against polio vic
tims.”

No charges

Mr. McKnight tells of some
hardware manufacturer’s mainte
nance people who, allegedly, to
twist management’s arm in local
union negotiations, tampered with
a client’s (a life insurance com
pany) automated weather service.
No charges were preferred against
the suspects.
“From all of this, it may seem
that if one is going to sabotage a
computer for any reason, it is as
well to be a paid-up member of a
powerful union before attempting
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to do it,” the author wryly observes.
Just as charges were not pressed
by either of these two harmed com
panies, other large corporations
have kept silent about crimes com
mitted against their computer op
erations.
“Because of what competitors,
shareholders and loan-providers
such as banks, might do if they
found out that the company’s costly
computer had been broached,
those in-the-know hush up scandal
after scandal. How large a slice of
the whole it represents one can
only sense, but security experts
with sealed lips and long mem
ories talk of ‘many more than get
to be known about,’ ” Mr. Mc
Knight states.
Rewards for corruption

An EDP-knowledgeable execu
tive defrauded one company and,
to prevent a scandal, left only after
receiving additional compensation
and a letter of recommendation.
With that letter he went on to a
second company and defrauded it
too via its computer. His trail
would have continued to a third
company had he not broken the
camel’s back by asking for too much
as a going away present, the jour
nalist reports.
Mr. McKnight does offer some
comfort to his readers, “In order to
carry on a lasting, productive and
systematic robbery of credit cards,
or any other computerized sphere,
criminals would need a well-run,
well-managed operation, and this
rarely exists in their society. It
would have to be built on efficient,
corporate lines. The likelihood of
lesser, essentially hit-and-run, at
tacks is therefore very much
greater.”
Which group will win?

The author believes while some
are busily employed in making sys
tems more secure, the more greedy
individuals in our society are look
ing for ways of getting to the com
puterized information. It is a ques
tion of which group will reach its
goal first.
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Security Procedures for Com
puter Systems by Charles F.
Hemphill, Jr., and John M.
Hemphill, Dow Jones-Irwin, Inc.,
Homewood, Ill., 1973, 251 pages.
If an institution is unable to af
ford an adequate computer secu
rity system, it is unable to afford a
computer operation, these authors
state. However, before making an
investment in such a system, man
agement should first avail itself of
those basic deterrents and proce
dures that have proved effective in
actual practice, the Hemphills say
and give examples.

The Hemphills are an interesting
team. Charles F. Hemphill, Jr., has
been an FBI agent, worked on the
investigative staff of the Attorney
General of Utah, and is presently
senior consultant in the Loss Pre
vention Division, the Wackenhut
Corporation, Los Angeles. John M.
Hemphill holds a Ph.D. in electri
cal engineering and has been in
volved in the management and op
erations of several large remote ac
cess computing systems. They seem
to be the perfect pair for writing
a book on computer security.
The book they have produced is
far from technical. It provides
many examples of what not to do
and several common sense activi
ties that can keep your installation
from making the same mistakes.
A few of the sensational news
paper stories about the destruction
of data centers by students are re
peated here. Checklists are in
cluded at the end of each chapter
that can help management rate its
own security program. The book
may not give you startling new in
sights into data security, but per
haps a few of the hints will be
useful.
For instance, don’t plan your
computer facility to be located
near the firm’s safe.
“There is frequently an unusual
potential for explosion or fire in the
area of business safes. This is be
cause professional burglars some
times utilize nitroglycerine or dy
namite to blow open the safe, or

cut into it with an acetylene-burn
ing torch. Since these burglary
techniques increase the possibilities
of computer damage by explosion
or fire, it is recommended that the
computer be located at some dis
tance from a company money safe.
Since the acetylene torch is an un
usual fire hazard under any cir
cumstances, it is considered dan
gerous to allow welding in the vi
cinity of the computer.”

The great magnet hoax
What about magnets? Remember
the Wall Street Journal story that
told of a group of boy scouts tour
ing a computer center and uninten
tionally erasing company data be
cause they were carrying magnets
in their pockets? The authors point
to the Stanford Research Institute
study made in 1972 that found tape
libraries are not as vulnerable to
magnetic damage as some had
claimed. Almost any magnet can
be dangerous to computer data if
brought into direct contact with
magnetized data, but waving a
magnet in the air in the direction
of the tape library is not harmful.
However, they point out that a
tape does not have to be com
pletely erased to be useless, just the
destruction of a number of spots
can cause it to have a “read error.”
“In spite of the known dangers
of all magnetic materials, recent
business periodicals and computer
magazines still contain advertise
ments of bulletin boards and wall
charts with magnetic attachments,
for use in computer areas. These
devices utilize colorful markings
and indicators, held in place on
wallboards by magnetism. They are
described as ‘being helpful in flow
charting, book diagramming, Pert
networks, and in charting business
procedures and sales programs.’
While these devices are undoubt
edly of business value, if properly
controlled, they should be looked
on with skepticism in the computer
center,” the authors advise.
As an appendix, sample insur
ance policy forms are reproduced.
“In the final analysis, manage
ment has little choice but to utilize
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whatever security seems reason
able, limited only by practical ap
plication and cost. To do otherwise
is to jeopardize the very existence
of the business or institution that
relies on the computer,” the authors
conclude.

The Conscious Communicator
by John Brennan, Addison-Wes
ley Publishing Co., Reading, Mass.,
1974, 191 pages, $7.50.

The authors basic idea—very
sensible—is that good communica
tions are based on good personal
relationships, and that working re
lationships should in most respects,
therefore, resemble personal rela
tionships. Unfortunately, the author
has drowned this good idea in a
welter of overly discursive and un
organized thoughts on communi
cating and on supervising.
Books on communicating of late
years have become progressively
concerned with the human aspect
of communicating as a reaction
against the overconcern with tech
nique, and this has been all to the
good. After all, all of us spend most
of our lives “communicating” and
the kinds of communicating called
for in the business or professional
worlds are only one and not always
the most complex of the aspects of
communicating we human beings
must master to get through life.
So these books suggesting a so
lution to our business communicat
ing problems through a series of
techniques are often quite mislead
ing. Mr. Brennan’s book is gener
ally sensible about the issues and
problems of communicating and
supervising in a business environ
ment, and his chapter heads and
units are intriguing. He also has
some amusing analogies and turns
of thought as when he considers
Adam’s fall from the Garden of
Eden as described in Genesis as
an example of lack of communica
tion between Adam and the Boss
and the result: a typical Manager
over-reaction. Part One of the book
is entitled “Anyone Can Communi
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cate Because Everyone is a Com
municator.” Part Two is entitled
“Organization Climate: Mysteries,
Myths and Models.” Under Part
One, we have some intriguing
titles: “In the beginning was The
Word . . . but no communication,”
“Retreat from Reality,” “The Truth
About Harry,” and “A Personal Ap
proach to Personnel Relations” and
under Part Two: “Mysteries” and
“Myths.” But, alas, the intriguing
titles and the sound idea are not
borne out in the discursive and
rather
commonplace
thoughts
which follow, and it is not clear
most of the time exactly to whom
the author is speaking, though it
appears that he is addressing mid
dle management mostly.
Mr. Brennan is a consultant in
communication and formerly man
ager-communication and public af
fairs at General Electric’s Reentry
and Environmental Systems Divi
sion in Philadelphia.
George de Mare
Communications Adviser
AICPA

Measuring Corporate Strategy by
Charles R. Ferguson, Dow JonesIrwin, Inc., Homewood, Ill., 1974,
120 pages, $9.95.
This book by a consultant ham
mers home the consultant’s eternal
theme: Problems involving tech
niques develop at a technological
level and can best be solved there.
Many serious problems, though, lie
in the basic conceptual design of
the company and are the funda
mental responsibility of top man
agement and its advisers. The basic
problem is not how to improve a
process but whether or not the
process should be performed at all,
what its true purpose is, what are
its relationships to other areas of
the corporation.

The author states his underlying
theme on the second page of his
book:
“A well-designed corporate con
ceptual framework provides the
basis around which detailed and

technical systems may be built.
This framework must be very sound
if the systems are to be sound. The
framework also produces designs of
organization structure, systems, fa
cilities, and management which are
complementary to each other in
carrying out the work of the cor
poration. Because the conceptual
framework is so basic to an effec
tively operating corporation, it
seems obvious that managers
should give careful attention to re
examining their company’s concep
tual design before shifting person
nel and before installing advanced
technology. That they do not is
evident from the frequent instances
of efforts to increase the efficiency
of functions that should never have
existed in the first place: programs
to train managers in skills they will
never need and compensation plans
paying for executive qualities that
have no value to the corporation.”
The book, which is addressed to
managers within the company
rather than consultants, suggests
that every manager consider con
ceptual design as a means of carry
ing out corporate strategy. “Strat
egy” Mr. Ferguson defines as the
scheme or plan for achieving crit
ical goals. For example, cost reduc
tion might be a critical goal for a
company. Strategies capable of
achieving this might be building
an automated plant, redesigning
the product, reorganizing the plant
management structure, or any com
bination of these. The point is that
the critical goal must be established
first, then the overall strategy for
achieving that goal. Then the sys
tems designer can come in to flesh
out the concept, to work out the
detailed plan by which it can be
made real.
Review for consultant

The author, although addressing
a hypothetical member of the man
agement team, in effect gives a
very brief overview of what every
management consultant should ask
himself when called on to do a
corporate concept audit of his
client.
Such a project may prove valu
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able even though the first approach
to implementing a strategy may not
work out. Mr. Ferguson gives as an
example:
“A manufacturer of refinery
equipment felt that in order to
reach its goals for its share of a
market it had to deal more with
the design engineers and less with
purchasing agents of its major oil
company customers. The method
used in carrying out this strategy
was quite simply: to be more ag
gressive in making direct contact
with the engineers and to get to
know them better. Instead of im
proving the company’s position, it
worsened it by alienating both the
purchasing agents and the engi
neers. The strategy was made to
work by creating a highly special
ized engineering and research
group inside the company which
could aid the customer design engi
neers in refinery design. The cus
tomer engineers recognized the
value of the specialized design as
sistance they were able to get and
requested assistance from the com
pany’s personnel, providing the
contact needed at a critical stage
in the competition for individual
jobs.”

Good strategy, poor tactics

Here the critical goal, gaining a
larger share of the market, and the
strategy for achieving it, getting a
closer working relationship with
customer engineers, proved valid.
Only the first system developed,
direct contact with company engi
neers, was at fault. The creation of
an engineering and research group
inside the manufacturing company
which could aid customer engi
neers, and the overall strategy
worked out well.
After defining his interpretation
of a concept audit, Mr. Ferguson
shows how such an audit might be
conducted in five major areas of
concern to management: the organ
ization structure, management it
self, management compensation, re
source allocation and management,
and, finally, the total corporation.
This book will reveal nothing
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new to experienced management
consultants, but it may give them
a few good ideas and it certainly
gives them some convenient check
lists. Perhaps its greatest value may
lie in its potential as a gift to re
luctant clients who are quite sure
they don’t have any problems a
computer installation can’t solve.

Affirmative Action for Women:
A Practical Guide by Dorothy
Jongeward, Dru Scott, and Con
tributors, Addison-Wesley Publish
ing Co., Reading, Mass., 1973, 334
pages, $8.95.
A practical “how to” guide, this
hook is on target in showing how
managers and employees, of both
sexes, can better utilize the talents
of the 51 per cent of our popula
tion who are women.
Women are beginning to take
new roles in many organizations—
including stepping into jobs tradi
tionally labeled “men’s work.” It is
no longer a question of should
women work or will women work
but what can organizations do to
provide equal opportunities for
women. More and more women are
entering the labor market and, in
light of recently passed Federal
and state laws dealing with dis
crimination in employment, most
larger organizations are faced with
the problem of establishing affirma
tive action programs to provide
equal employment opportunities for
women.
The book is a well-written, prac
tical, and to-the-point collection of
facts, workable concepts, com
ments, programs, and articles giv
ing some insight and guidelines as
to what useful courses of action
organizations can take in imple
menting affirmative action plans.
Practical steps for positive change
are stressed. Specifically, it outlines
what organizations need to do and
are able to do in their Equal Em
ployment Opportunity programs
and also tells what they can do to
assure corporate rights according

to the new legislation. It is also a
book for individual women now
working or planning to work in or
ganizations and offers original con
tributions from people actively in
volved in successful affirmative ac
tion programs.
In addition to describing how to
organize and present affirmative
action seminars for managers and
supervisors and counseling semi
nars for career women, included is:
(1) a clear interpretation of the
laws affecting organizations and
women, (2) the current place of
women in government service and
in organized religion, and (3) the
unique problems of black women
in organizations.
The seminar program developed
and implemented by the Bank of
America is described in detail.
The book, as was the intent in
its design, should be a helpful ref
erence source rather than a coverto-cover reader.

Give & Take: The Complete
Guide to Negotiating Strategies
and Tactics by Chester L. Kar
rass, Thomas Y. Crowell Company,
New York, 1974, 280 pages, $8.95.

This is a handbook, a set of rules
to follow when in the process of
negotiating an agreement, whether
it be for the sale of a used car or
a delicate diplomatic agreement be
tween Israelis and Arabs.
According to the author, whose
book jacket proclaims that he has
“more than twenty years of major
company buying and selling expe
rience,” the same techniques of
playing from strength apply in each
negotiating situation. There is al
ways something someone wants
and someone else wants—or at least
is willing—to sell. How to find the
common meeting ground?
This book considers almost every
possible combination of circum
stances that might arise in bar
gaining sessions and gives advice
on how to deal with each. Some
of the possible circumstances that
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might arise are so simplistic they
sound ludicrous; anyone with ordi
nary common sense should be able
to foresee them and cope with
them on his own. Others are more
subtle and the advice given, though
rudimentary in nature, is sensible.
The great advantage of the book
is precisely its nature as a hand
book. Each possible situation is en
compassed in one brief example,
usually no more than a page in
length. Look up the situation you
anticipate facing before your meet
ing and you go prepared for what
ever the opposition may face you
with.
Except, perhaps, the most in
tangible of all: Knowledge of the
subject and all its nuances. The
author pays lip service to this idea
and in no case discounts knowing
everything possible about the sub
ject. But the idea of anyone enter
ing diplomatic negotiations armed
with only the advice rendered by
this book is a little chilling. Better
try it out on selling your car first.

Briefly listed
Guide to Corporations: A Social
Perspective by the Council on
Economic Priorities, The Swallow
Press Incorporated, Chicago, 1974,
395 pages, $4.95.

How 43 corporations (in the chem
ical, automobile, steel, oil, paper,
and airline industries) deal with
the environment, equal opportu
nitv, military contracting, and in
vestment in Southern Africa.

MAGAZINES
Computer Models for Investment
Analysis by Howard F. Blasch,
Donald L. Struve, and Narain D.
Bhatia, Management Controls, De
cember, 1973.

As companies become more in
volved in investment activities,
there is an increasing need for an
alysts to be able to make rapid and
accurate comparisons and evalua
tions as a basis for management de-
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cisions. This article describes how
this need can be met by the use of
a time-shared computer model
known as PACE—Project Analysis
by Computer Evaluation. The
model
substantially
overcomes
many of the limitations of tradi
tional methods of analyzing the fi
nancial aspects of investment pro
posals.

A typical analysis of an invest
ment or project involves simulta
neous consideration of several sets
of factors such as financing alter
natives, tax implications, cash
flows, and measures of project per
formance. All of these items are in
corporated within the PACE
model.
General steps

The usual steps to be taken
when the PACE model is adopted
include the following:
1. A description of the project is
put together. The uncertain rev
enues, expenses, interest rates, sal
vage values, etc., are identified and
a range of values established where
possible.
2. The project is discussed with
a PACE model specialist to deter
mine the most effective way of for
mulating the problem to minimize
the cost of collecting raw data and
conducting the analysis.
3. The data are collected and
critical assumptions are reviewed.
4. The data are entered and set
up on the project file. Initial re
ports are then produced on-line
and tested for reasonableness.
5. A sensitivity analysis is con
ducted wherein “what if” questions
are asked. At this stage, the thrust
of analysis moves away from com
putation to generation and evalua
tion of new alternatives as well as
quantification exposure under dif
ferent assumptions.
Time-phased cash flows

The investment project itself is
completely specified by timephased cash flows into and out of
the project, taking into account
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various financial, accounting, and
tax parameters. PACE model in
puts include operating cash flows
(revenues, expenses, and working
capital), asset purchase cash flows,
depreciation policies, types of fi
nancing, and tax information.
These project data are entered into
the model by responding at the
time-sharing terminal to a sequence
of requests from the program.
Model outputs

The outputs of the model include
cash flow statements, income state
ments, depreciation schedules, fi
nancial repayments, and project
evaluators such as net present
value, yield, cumulative cash flow,
and return on investment.
The flexibility of the PACE
model makes it applicable to a
wide variety of situations such as
the evaluation of venture capital
and loans, real estate promotion,
syndication alternatives, financing
alternatives, and lease vs. buy de
cisions. It allows for sound busi
ness judgment backed by speed
and accuracy in quantitative an
alysis.
Richard Boes
Michigan State University

In Praise of Those Who Leave
by Saul W. Gellerman, The Con
ference Board Record, March, 1974.

Personnel turnover is usually
considered a headache to most or
ganizations, but is it the monster
it appears?
A number of distinct advantages
accrue to the business with high
turnover rates, the author points
out. When a vacancy arises, man
agement may fill it with a better
trained, better qualified person
while offering an opportunity for
dissatisfied, and often under-pro
ductive, employees to find work
elsewhere.
Turnover also offers financial ad
vantages. Ordinarily, the longer an

employee remains with the organi
zation, the smaller his increases in
productivity. Thus, management
may be paying more and more for
less and less. A high turnover rate
alleviates this problem by encour
aging employees to leave before
their salary begins to rise faster
than their productivity. High turn
over also reduces pension fund
costs when the benefits do not vest
in the employee. The additional
funds created when an employee
leaves could be used to increase
benefits for the more productive
employees, or effect a cost savings
to the company.

Turnover benefits
High turnover may enhance a
company’s “employment image.”
To increase their marketability,
graduates often seek the employer
who offers the best training pro
gram. After they have gained the
necessary expertise, these employ
ees may look for employment else
where at a higher salary. But both
parties will have benefited—man
agement gets to examine the new
talent while the employee receives
his desired training.
Finally, high turnover is econom
ically beneficial since it promotes
a more efficient allocation of
labor resources. In a labor market
with fewer obstacles, men can
more easily shift to positions where
their productivity is greatest.

Groups with greatest turnover
Employee turnover is concen
trated in two groups: young people
(under age 30) and middle-aged
people (age 35-45). High volun
tary turnover among youths is pri
marily attributed to the qualities
of youth itself—the wanderlust, no
permanent commitments, and the
fact that youths usually get the
least desired assignments. Turn
over in this group can be expected
to remain relatively stable since
these conditions will most likely re
main unchanged.
But higher turnover among the
middle-aged is a different matter.
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As the average age of the popula
tion increases, more employees will
enter this age group causing even
higher turnover.
Three “stable” groups

Who, then, are the employees
who remain? Generally, they can
be divided into three groups: (1)
the “umbilical” types who will
never leave before retirement; (2)
the contented person who could
become discontented; and (3) the
reluctant type who really would
like to leave, but hasn’t a better
offer. Of these three, the “reluc
tants” are the most important to
management since they could most
easil✓y become defectors.

Identifying “reluctants”
Management should attempt to
identify reluctants and classify
them into one of the following
three categories: replaceable, un
clear, or irreplaceable. Most per
sonnel are “replaceables” and
should be allowed to leave. Only
when the company is failing to re
cover training costs should it at
tempt to reduce turnover of “re
placeables.” The second category,
the “unclear” group, should include
those with conflicting evidence in
their performance report. But the
third group, the “irreplaceables,” is
the one where management should
concentrate its efforts. “Irreplace
ables” should be actively recruited.
After an “irreplaceable” defects, in
formal ties should be maintained
to determine his progress in his
new position, and if he becomes
dissatisfied with his new job, the
company may wish to reacquire his
talents.
A high turnover rate is here to
stay: for this reason, companies
should manage it as effectively as
possible. The system in use today
discourages turnover. Instead of
enticing many lackadaisical, “re
placeables” to stay, management
should encourage employees to ex
amine their future with the organi
zation. When the employment ar
rangement becomes unsatisfactory
to either party, the employee
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should be encouraged to look for
work elsewhere.
Management should actively
promote policies which support
this point of view. Fully-vested,
portable pensions should be con
sidered. Salaries should be tied to
productivity with only the “irre
placeable” receiving more than the
going pay rate. Voluntary turnover
should be carefully managed, de
partures timed to coincide with
the termination dates of large con
tracts and replacements recruited
to fill the vacancy. Perhaps even a
placement service could be main
tained to relocate dissatisfied per
sonnel.
All of these policies help create
a healthy attitude toward turnover.
Employees dissatisfied with their
work should not be enticed to re
main. Why burden the organiza
tion with disgruntled, underpro
ductive workers when talented, en
thusiastic workers may be recruited
to fill their places? Turnover can
be managed effectively, Mr. Gellerman concludes.
Don Dozier
University of Missouri

Foreign Markets—Another and
Closer Look by J. Russell Dow
ney, Management Controls, June,
1973.
Many companies are capable of
exploiting the opportunities avail
able in foreign markets, but hold
back in the mistaken belief that
such operations are beyond their
capabilities. This article notes spe
cific credit services available
through the Export-Import Bank
of the United States (Eximbank)
and outlines other considerations
relevant to entering foreign mar
kets.

Eximbank has a broad range of
programs designed to promote for
eign operations. It operates a direct
lending program in cooperation
with private financial institutions
whereby the buyer may finance up
to 90 per cent of the purchase

through Eximbank and a commer
cial bank. Eximbank will usually
take the later maturities, thus en
abling the commercial bank to be
repaid first; because Eximbank’s in
terest rates are generally lower, the
overall cost to the borrower is re
duced. This direct lending program
is intended mainly for financing
large capital equipment sales with
long-term repayment schedules.
Guarantees foreign notes

Under the Exporter Guarantee
Program, Eximbank will guarantee
the repayment of foreign pur
chasers’ notes to commercial banks
which have financed foreign sales
of U.S. suppliers. The Eximbank
guarantee covers both commercial
and political risks, thereby en
abling the American supplier to en
joy the benefit of cash sales. The
Exporter Insurance Program pro
vides similar protection against
nonpayment for the exporter who
wishes to supply his own credit.
Financing exports is facilitated
by the Discount Loan Program
under which Eximbank lends com
mercial banks up to 100 per cent
of the value of their export paper.
This program assures commercial
banks that export financing will not
adversely affect their liquidity even
during periods of high interest
rates and liquidity shortages.
The Cooperative Financing Fa
cility Program provides credit fi
nancing primarily for small- and
medium-size firms which may lack
experience in foreign credit financ
ing. Through this program, Exim
bank will arrange with private for
eign financial institutions to jointly
finance purchases from U.S. firms.
For the firm contemplating its
financing needs pursuant to mak
ing foreign sales, Eximbank will
at no cost specify the nature, the
amount, the terms, and the condi
tions of support it will provide. To
add flexibility this service is offered
with no binding commitment on
the part of the firm; Eximbank’s
commitment can be used in total,
in part, or not at all.
In addition to credit serviced
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through Eximbank, the Department
of Commerce provides information
on exports by commodity and
product lines through its Bureau of
International Commerce. Similar
statistics on population, industry
growth rates, and exports and im
ports are available through govern
ment ministries of most foreign
countries seeking American tech
nology and other products.
Prerequisite for investments

Mr. Downey notes that foreign
operations should be undertaken
only after comprehensive market
studies by analysts familiar with
the environment. For those firms
contemplating direct foreign invest
ment, familiarity with labor and
other laws and U.S. and foreign
taxes is particularly important. The
Foreign Trade and Investment Act,
the Office of Foreign Direct Invest
ments of the Commerce Depart
ment, and the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act also apply to U.S. companies
operating abroad. And because
foreign financing markets vary con
siderably, knowledge of relevant
practices is needed with regard to
interest rates, utilization of over
drafts, and other financial practices.
Although the considerations are
many and complex, the opportuni
ties seem to outweigh the obstacles
as evidenced by the continued
growth of foreign operations.
Tom Harrison
Michigan State University

Accounting and Behavioral Sci
ence: Some Interrelationships
by Clark E. Chastain, Michigan
CPA, November-December, 1972.
In recent years, interest has
grown in the implications of the
behavioral sciences for accounting.
This article provides a survey of
the area, including definitions of
terms and topics of current interest.

Clark Chastain has provided us
with a very intelligible and provoc
ative discussion of the relationship
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between accounting and the be
havioral sciences. He has examined
some of the key issues involving
accounting and the behavioral sci
ences, and has concluded that
accounting researchers and practi
tioners must be acquainted with,
use, and incorporate findings from
the behavioral sciences.
The remarkable correspondence
between the history of accounting
and the behavioral sciences is
brought out in the first section of
the article. The initial writings on
human behavior and the initial
practice of accounting concurrently
occurred around 5,000 B.C. Both
accounting and the behavioral sci
ences became formal disciplines in
the nineteenth century. But despite
their parallel development, ac
counting benefited little from the
behavioral sciences until the twen
tieth century.
Following the lead of the man
agement profession, in the 1950’s
the accounting profession began to
recognize the impact of human and
social factors on accounting. Inter
est accelerated throughout the
1950’s and 1960’s and included re
search on the behavioral conse
quences of accounting actions
(such as budgets and audits) and
calls for the training of accountants
in the behavioral disciplines.

Natures of various sciences
The natures and interrelation
ships of science in general, the so
cial sciences, the behavioral sci
ences, and accounting are dis
cussed in the next section. Science
is defined as a body of systematic
knowledge while the social sci
ences are sciences concerned with
the activities of man. The behavi
oral sciences are those social sci
ences concerned with the behavior
of man and are usually limited to
the core disciplines of anthropol
ogy, psychology, and sociology.
Whether management is a behavi
oral science and whether account
ing is a social science are issues in
much dispute, but the need for the
application of the core behavioral
sciences to both management and
accounting is unquestionable.

The behavioral sciences are rele
vant to accounting on both the in
put and output sides. On the input
side, accountants measure aspects
of human behavior. Individual
transactions are the result of hu
man actions, and overall perform
ance measures, such as income, are
the measures of the cumulative be
havior of individuals or groups. On
the output side, accounting meas
ures, such as those found in finan
cial statements, influence behavior
in both anticipated and unantici
pated ways. Thus far, the major im
plications of the behavioral sciences
for accounting have been to dis
cover these unanticipated conse
quences and modify accounting
measures to better achieve organi
zation goals.

Clinging to obsolete
Chastain discusses many of the
implications of the behavioral sci
ences for accounting. Because of
the behavioral impact of account
ing, he argues that accounting
should extend its scope to the com
munication of nonfinancial as well
as financial information. Much of
the literature on behavioral science
applications to accounting concerns
the failure of accounting controls
to effectively motivate employees
to accomplish organization goals.
Accountants and designers of ac
counting control systems are ac
cused of making obsolete assump
tions about the behavioral conse
quences of accounting measures or
even failing to consider these con
sequences. Such failures have re
sulted in much hostility directed
towards accountants. In addition,
the failure to produce accounting
measures which facilitate adjust
ment of organizations to changing
environmental conditions results
from accountants’ clinging to the
obsolete closed-system concept of
organizations.
All of the above lead to Chas
tain’s conclusion that accountants
must be knowledgeable in and uti
lize behavioral science findings.
Kenneth Rosenzweig
Michigan State University
Management Adviser
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Asa
businessman,
you’d make
a terrific
human being.
Some of the things
you do for a living can
make you feel wonderful
when you do them for free.
To help people living in
your community.
Can you set up a
budget? Motivate a staff?
Program a computer?
Type? Read? Tie a shoe?
Yes? Then you can
help people.
In fact, there are prob
ably dozens of voluntary
organizations right in your
town who would love to
have you working with
them. Join one. Or, if you
see the need, start one.
We’ll be your contact.
If you can spare even a
few hours a week, call the
Voluntary Action Center
in your town. Or write:
“Volunteer,” Washington,
D.C. 20013.
You’ll get to know
some terrific human
beings. And one of them
will be you.

Volunteer.

The National Center for Voluntary Action
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